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Creamery Returns to the
Farmers Almost $1,000,000.
Maine bas one co-operative establishment which stands as a marked example
A Maine

BL'CE,

Surgeon Dentist,

of what may be accomplished. The
Turner Center Creamery Association
was organized in 1883 in the town of
Λ11 my beet work warranted.
Turner, Me., one of the best dairy towns
in the state, and during the tiret year
»
H. P. JONES,
distributed among the farmers of that
locality about 115,000 for cream. This
Dentist,
was all
made into butter, which was
MAINE.
hauled ten m'les to the railroad and
NORWAY,
shipped to Boston. For twenty-four
4.
< ttflre Hour»—a to 12—1 to
years this corporation has steadily
grown in volume of output, has extendF.SMITH,
ed its outreach for milk and cream over
the western half of Maine, has establishAttorney at Law,
ed thirty the cream gathering stations,
MAINE.
NORWAY,
bas met its obligations promptly and toCollections a Specialty.
Home Block.
day owus and occupies a large four story
building alongside the Maine Central
Railroad iu Auburn, Me.
Κ CRICK Λ PARK.
In these years there has come the
at
Law,
Attorneys
sweet cream trade so valuable to our
MAIN!,
dairymen, aud it is largely through the
BSTHEl.,
work done at this factory that Maine
Kllery C. Park
λ Mlaon K. Herrick.
the head in all New
cream stands at
MAINS.

SOUTH PARIS,

J ^11

^£

England cities, recognized everywhere
as the cleanest, purest and best keeping

W'RIUHTA WHEELER,

the market. Now come the
which tell their own story:
Paid patrons for cream in 1006, $832,SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
913.99; in 1907, *954,259.06. For eggs in
Alton C. Wheeler.
lames S. Wright.
1900, $42.183 97, and in 1907, $51,003.51.
Going a little further, we tind that the
&
J. h.
lowest price paid farmers for butter fat
in 1907 was 30 ceuts in June, the aver
CIML ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS.
age for the year being 32 12 cents a
:ii lilgh Street, South Paris, Maine.
month. This compares well with 27 5-8
Telephone 111-12.
cents in 1900, and forcibly illustrates
the value of the sweet cream trade to
Maps and Plans made to order.
the farmers of the state.
Maps of the tliuberlands anil pocket maps of
The total number of pounds of cream
.ntv for sale.
Pubil«hers of the Atlas of Maine.)
received for the year was 18,000,702, anil
the average of butter fat 16 45 per cent.
These figures not only indicate tho
value of the industry to Maine farmers,
but suggest the possibility of extension,
the limit of which no man can deterMe.
Main
St.,
14
mine.
Within the last year this corporation
has introduced the individual can, so
that the milk or cream from every farm
is handled by itself, every can being
examined and tested by itself. This
oversight over individuals has accomplished much for uuiforraity of product
A few years ago the
of a high quality.
rule was established that all inferior
Leail
All Kinds of Pipe Repairing,
milk, sour, bitter or fautty cream should
be graded down in price to protect those
and Iron.
most exacting in their methods, the result being a general improvement, inTelephone 134-11.
dicating a willins;ne-s of patrons to do
their best in producing a high class
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Mountain Tea
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(astern Steamship Company.
Portland Division.
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Svamships "Governor D'niilev" or
"Governor Cobb" leave Franklin Wharf.
Portland, week days at 7 P. m., for Bos-

ton.

Roturulnc
Leave Union Wharf, Boston, at 7 p.m.,
for Portland.
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on

railroad stations.
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The per cent of butter fat which a
puts into her milk or, io other
words, the proportion of butter fat to
the caeeio, the milk, sugar and the other
solids, and also the milk fluid, is born in
the cow, and is affected very little by
the feed which she consumes. Any one
can readily understand this because if
the feed very materially affected the per
cent of butter fat in the milk, one could
feed a Holstein cow certain foods and
have her give rich milk like a Jersey.
On the other hand he could feed a Jersey cow certain foods and have her give
thin milk like the Holsteins. Again,
two cows of the same breed standing
side by side in the same* stable, give
quite different milk, as far as richness is
concerned, and yet these cows are fed
exactly the same kinds of food. Now,
if feeds affected the per cent of butter
fat in milk, why wouldn't both cows
give the same quality of milk? Careful
tests have been made by experiment stations along this linq, and the conclusion
is that the food has little to do with the
quality of the milk; but feed has a great
deal to do, practically all to do, with
the quantity of the milk. By proper
feeding you can increase the quantity of
milk, but you can't change the nature
of the milk by the feed.
Because you get more cream in winter
for the same amount of milk is not absolute proof that it is richer milk than
summer milk, because cream differs in
consistency. That is, some cream contains much more milk than other cream.
Io other words, there is no standard for
cream wheu it is produced by the gravity process. Of course the per cent of
butter fat varies in the cow with the
period of lactation. When she is comparatively fresh and gives a full flow of
milk, that milk isn't quite so rich as it
is later on in the period of lactation and
when she is nearly dry or only a stripper, she gives richer milk than at first.
This is so with any cow. You cannot
take the cow when fresh and, by changing the feed, change the nature of the
milk; neither can you when she is nearly dry, by changing the feed, change the
nature of milk.
Agaiu, if a cow has not been properly
fed, not fully developed, by giving her
proper care and proper food, you may
increase the per cent of butter fat in the
milk up to her normal limit; but this is
only because the cow was not properly
fed in the first place. I purchased a
cow once which I tested carefully soon
after I got her, and she produced 4 per
ceut milk. The cow had not been half
fed. I kept her a year, gave her good
At the
care and good liberal rations.
end of the year she gave 5 per cent milk
and always gave 5 per cent milk after
that. Now, the reason for this is that
the cow had not been developed to her
normal limit; 5 per cent milk seemed
to be her normal limit, and when I got
her up to that it was just on the same
theory that perhaps a horse has trotted
in 2:30. Afterwards he has been property trained and fed for it and trots in
2:20, but you cannot get him beyond
that. Now 2:20 is the limit of his speed,
the normal limit. That's the best he can
do. So it is with the dairy cow. If she
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Next Year's Pig Crop.
The low prices of hogs during the
last few weeks have caused many to
change their plans about the number
of sows to breed for next year's crop,
lu >he light of past experience it seems
to us a very unwise move now to curtail
the u^e of the machine has been an
the breeding operations on farms. In
spite of all that may be said, no doubt
thousands will send their sows to market and then stock up with high priced
testimony.—Maine Farmer
stuff whenever they want to get back.
There are thousands who lack the nerve
... P-»»'"0'1'
to stick to one thing, with the result
il that
they are constantly selling on.a low
market and buying in again on a high
market. Stick to your brood sows, feed
the co"nl
them right and raise the biggest bunch
t |-> a 100 pounds to of
pigs yon have ever had on the farm.
Before these pigs are old enough to
commence to consume grain no doubt
to *'»««<"»· WUconeio «nd 'b. the market will swing the right way.
Corn and pork generally keep pretty
close together, but no doubt the present
situation will frighten many out of the
hog raising business, and this factor itutioo cUw«lj
self will cut down next year's pig crop
considerably, and consequently help sustain prices. It takes courage to buck
the tiger," but surely nothing can be
gained by changing from hogs to something else, and sell off sows which will
be hard to duplicate when you want to
get back into the business.—L. C. Brown
to produce more ο me
in Tribune Parmer.
^ out
ftod so f&r Λ8 ιβ
better hav.
nay, »
sUage has
high priced mill feed« c
Sheep PoUoned by Laurel.
the ^ ^
•ccompliehed muc
Q. S., East ford, Conn., writes: The
more
years, and
eUaat»on low bush laurel is very poisonous to
Certainly in- sheep, and occasionally to cattle also.
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Remedy
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Ely's Cream Balm
i· quickly absorbed.
6i»e$ Relief at One·.

It cleanses, soothes,
ht-als and protects
the diseasitf membrane resulting from
Catarrh and drives
away a Cold ia the
Η "ad quickly. Kestures the Senses of
l iste and SuiclL Full size 50 cts., atl^ruggists or by mail. In liquid form, 73 cents,
illy Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.
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new

Lot

The best of
of Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for closets. No old
goods. Call and nee this line. Job
No
bing promptly attended to.
team.
for
charge

L. M. Longloy,
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Specialist
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thâtVnow

Specialist ^Η2Η«αλ=

Kortlxteen year· I have flue<l ;1mm· to defective eve· ami nothing elae—that make· me a

•peclallrt. If your eye· trouble you In any way.
an<l If you want expert ailvlce In repart to the
•ame. come to the man who to a specialist, who
tloe· one thing only. No charge for eye examination·

or

consultation.

DR. PARMENTER
■ye Specialist, Norway, Me. Tel. ltM.

We Do all Kind· of....
JOB PRINTING.
Atwood & ForbM,

more

favorable

apparent.

atten^ion

Tou

cannot

safely keep sheep

oo

past-

where laurel abounds. My advice
at ttw winter to you is to get busy, as the boys say,
aud destroy that laurel by cutting and
burning it. Then salt the roots and kill
it. As a farmer remedy for your sheep,
a tablespoonful of common salt dissolved in a pint of warm water and poured
down will, if given in time, save them.
Then give about four ounces of pure
raw linseed oil.—C. D. Smead, V. S., in
Tribune Farmer.
ure

ss^rss. Ma·»*

£5jrA«rtJ5
damage from frost.

seed will produce light grain.
This has been proved
many times.
A correspondent asks if willows make
Light seed baa not sufficient power to good fence posts. They are better than
the
early
the
during
young plant
push
nothing, but they rot quickly and are
stage· of growth and it become· stunted. not worth fooling with If anything else
»
—Tribune Farmer.
be fonnd.—Tribune Farmer.
can
South Pari», j

Light

uad a little experience of life If (and It
was a lartre If) the sudden reaction
heavily.
from a life of self abnegation to one of
her toiie to motherly persuasiveness,
and luxury did not make her
"you'll come to see us now nud again, power
selfish.
ain't? Vou would like to come home
He was puzzlèd at the Indifference
where you was raised, still, alr.'t you
she manifested when he tried to draw
would?"
Eunice looked at her and shook her her into any talk of her prosi>ective
new life.
Not Indifference only; it
head almost shudderlngly.
seemed actually to make her sad. One
"Never!"
"Ain't you got uo gratefulness?" would suppose she would delight iu
Mrs. Morulngstar exclaimed in de- dwelling upon the glories that awaited
her. Had she not extolled iu her outspair.
"But what," the girl asked gently, burst to Al>e her freedom to roam at
"have I to be grateful to you for? It large "o'er nil this scene of man?"
"What is it?" he suddenly questioned
seems to me I have much—very much
With S4.000 left to her. "Does your heart fail you at the
more—(o foririve.
lue, why was it not permitted to me strangeness of it all? But a girl that
to have even the little education that can brave a ghost ought to have courthe district school might have giveu nge to cope with mere mortals."
She did not reply.
me?
But there," she added, "you
"Think of It." he urged, "the world
didn't realize the wrong you did me
And it is all In the past, and I have is before you, with youth, wealth,
already turned my back upon my freedom, and" (should he put the Idea
into her unspoiled mind?)—"and you're
past."
"You're turuln' your back on us now, not bad looking, either, Eunice, and
are yon?" said Ollie darkly.
"We ain't that means a lot to a woman."
She lifted her drooping head and
good enough fur you now, are we.
since you're got so wonderful rich all scanned him from head to foot. He,
of a suddent? I guess you wouldn't loo, was not bad looking.
"Does it mean more to a woman than
even send uie a new dress from town
uncet In so often to pay fur all the old <o a man?"
"It's everything to a woman.
A
ones I gev you a'ready!"
Again that little ripple of laughtor man—only so he hasn't a hump," he
froni Eunice. "Would you like me to shrugged.
"Do you mean that is your opinion,
•r only the opinion of the world?"
He smiled.
"The mere world—as
over against me? I fear you exaggerate the importance of my opinions.
Well, I never seriously asked myself
the question before; but, now that it's
put to me, yes, I do thluk good looks
essential to a woman. Why, natural-

Quality of Milk.

Maine occupies an enviable position in
the sweet cream trade, and because of
the purity and uniformity of tbe cream
shipped the demand far exceeds tbe is not fully developed by proper care
supply. The influence of the Turner and feed you may develop her up to her
Center Creamery Association has been normal limit, but you can't go beyond
an important factor in building up and that.—Colon
C. Lillie in
Michigan
establishing this trade, and every indica- Farmer.
tion points to a steady increase in patrons, thereby insuring a larger daily
Liberal Feeding.
output, a lower range of expense in
a meeting of the patrons of a coAt
the
prohandling and a better price for
held a few days ago,
ducer.—I)r. G. M. Twitchell, Auburn, operative creamery
one of the patrons, who had been receivFarmer.
in
Tribune
J Me.,
at the farm, a
taken
his
cream,
ing for
from a hundred
ru m:lily check
running
Machines.
Milking
to a hundred and twenty-five dollars,
Tbe experience of milking with ma- was
complimented for the large receipts
watched
chines and power hits been
by from hi* herd of cows. The herd numto
handle, beted fifteen
dairymen baviug, or wanting
cows, ordinary grade Jernumber of cows, with deep ina large
seys, such as m ike up the herds to be
The large amount of help re- touud ou
terest.
ordinary dairy farms where no
quired t > draw the milk by hand from a expert skill is exercised in selections.
large number of cows in a single herd is In addition to the money received for
the greatest obstacle in the way of cream the skim milk was left at the
establishing large herds of cows. The farm to be used iu ways that returned no
milking must be completed in a limited inconsiderable value, and also quite a
space of time, and to accomplish this sum was taken for calves sold—the
is needed than is usually whole
more help
approximating a hundred dollars
ir«eu up 'he other work
This was a
a cow for the entire herd.
car
and
feed
the
called for in providing
record for a full herd where no
good
t
Hence
Lie
herd
for
special pains had been taken in selection.
"I can tell you," said the owner of the
herd referred to, "I have fed my cows
liberally. If we would have cows furuish a liberal flow of milk," he went on
4St«
to say, ''they must be generously fed.
to time
The bur ter they are fed, the greater the
reports of a reliable character
profit from the feed given."
work
υ
were available, of the practical
Every intelligent dairyman who has
given studied attention to his herd
»' ·1»
knows that the claim thus set forth is
Ι-,-»'"
the liberal feeding that
It is
true.
*<"
brings the generous returns. A certain
of the feed consumed is and
measure
witb ...1..'
ever must be appropriated in sustaining
the cow.
The one was by J. L. Kooer
That much of the feed brings no
,i,«
pr„H1.ent
nt»i«4r
of
Lreeceui
md the other bv
0> l* P. Lewis·
direct returns in product or profit. It
produces is the surplus above the required lifeLoaU market.
,b,
sustaining feed that returns the dow of
·.»
milk or gain in growth. The greater
η
do
t
., rtioH·· men for the reason they
this surplus feed, the larger the income,
w
in
be mixed up
I if a small measure of grain feed returns
to w
mnear
any way
pear »
iρ
h macllines
ureucies for the saie in
any profit, then the larger the .measure
Mr. Lewis' exper'encehasbee iarirelv consumed, up to the feeding capacity of
„u.nMcl4l with
the atiitnal, the greater will be that
eu
h
liavtn«
profit. This is a law of feeding. Many
her(, miiU^erealize but emal! returns from
dairymen
iDrtkltal n,,lkin< the
grain purchased and fed to their
>
their other improved ap cows for the reason
they feed so little.
are now both milking their
This law of feeding holds good with
ail the animals of the farm as it does
with cows. Other things being the
saine, that farmer who feeds his stock,
of whatever kind, the best, realizes the
a coosiiierkble tun. »b.J ««·
largest profit from the feed consumed.
•ut"d
highly
This is a law from which there is no
L-hiuen, and both Kaveout ei-xc.ll.ut r«- appeal.—Maine Farmer.
iu
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Author o< "Tillies A Mennonite Maid."
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By McCLURE,

ο

clock In the afternoon two

days later Kinross
more

with

the

>

knowledge of literature.

CHAPTER XXIII.
Ο

PHILLIPS &< COMPANY.

was once

assembled

Mornlngstars !n the farm
kitchen, tin· eutlre family, Including
Eunice. In-'ing present at the Important
Interview lie was. having with them.

withdrawal of Georgiana'e all
presence from the farm had
made the family seem to Kinross on
his return quite shrunken and small.
lie had wondered Mow. after his
few days absence and his fresh contact \v!l!i thj world. Eunice would apr?;:r to him from the point of view of
liis own and her aunt's world, and it
seemed to hl:n uow as he looked at her
pitting opposite him at the kitchen
table that she was even more detached
from her environment than he had at
r.rr.t thong'·» her end far more akin
to his own and her aunt's sphere of
life than that of the farm—to which.
The

pervading

Indeed, she Feomed entirely alien.

Ile fancle.ï today that the habitual
melancholy of her eyes was Intensified.
But surely the great news he had for
her would quickly dissipate It and the
origiual "paie drab" of her existence
change to rosy hues—perhaps, alas, to
lurid ones—for in his heart he felt not
a little misgiving as to the possibly
baneful effect of her seeming good
fortune.
Before returning he had sent a message ahead of him to Mr. Morningstar,
warning him to be ready against his
arrival to pay over to Eunice Immediately the sum of $3.000 or be pre
pared to accept the consequences.
The effect of this communication had

been to lead tljf Morulngstars to urge
upon Eunice once more the suit of
Abe. but neither their persuasions noi
their anger had succeeded in moving
her.
On his arrival he had of course Insisted ujK»n seeing Eunice aloue. But
he had met with such violent opposition to tills from both Mr. and Mrs.
Morningstar that even the girl herself
drew back, unwilling to brave the
storm that would follow her opeu defiance. He saw that part, at least, of
what he had to tell her of her affairs
would have to be told lu the presence
of the family. Surely the news would
make her able to throw off the last
vestige of her yoke.
So. first, he had forced Morningstar.
under the lash of his threats, to sign.
In a cold perspiration of horror, the
draft for
(which In fact represented at least a fourth of his possessions) and pass It over to the bewildered Eunice.
"Now. Mr. Morningstar," he began
when this transaction had been com
pleted. leaving the farmer utterly
shaken out of his orbit, "I have a
piece of news for you and your wife
and for Eunice."
Eunice's face was pale, and her
eves. Intout upon his face, were burning bright. lie wished that he had the
power to read all her thoughts, unique
young creature that she was. It was
ûistasteful. even painful, to have to
break his news to her in the presence
of these people, who. Indeed, seemed
lie.- natural enemies, but It was apparently unavoidable.
"What's your news?" Mrs. Morningstar curtly demanded, her curiosity
crettlug the letter of her rage against
him. and her husband, too, bitter as
was his chagrin, looked up keenly,
suspicious of further calamity.
"When 1 spent the night in the
haunted room I made some discoverI found out. as you know, about
les
I
Hit· &I.000 belonging to Eunice.

$h,000

"Now. see what you (lone me, mom,"
exclaimed Al»e bitterly, "with your nlways Jnwln' Eunice fur makln' up to
me! See what you cheated me out of!
If you'd of left us be, look at what I'd

be cornlu' Into!"
"Yes, anyhow!" Mr. Mornlngstar also
bitterly reproached his wife.
But Mrs. Mornlngstar turned on the
latter resentfully. "Just as If you
wasn't always agin it as much as me!"
"I only thought they oughtn't to engage to marry till they was sure
oneet," he declared.
"Well, if you ain't"— 3ut she checked
herself Judiciously. "That's all I meant,
too!" she also declared, turning appeal lngly to Eunice.
But the girl did not reply. Mrs.

Mornlngstar sighed heavily.
"But look a-here!" suddenly cried
Mr. Mornlngstar. "It'll spite that there
aunt somepln turrlble to have to give
up the money after her havin' it ail
this time and thiukin' it's hern!"
"I guess, too!" agreed his wife.
Eunice glanced an inquiry at Kinross. "Wiii it leave my aunt poor?"
"Comparatively. Not what you have
been accustomed to call poor."
The girl looked thoughtful, but said

ly!"

"Essential? Essential to what?"
"To her being interesting and attrac-

tive."

"There was Ueorge Kilot, you Know.
At least I suppose you know."
"Oh, of course when a woman is a

no more.

"Under these circumstances, Mr.
Mornlngstar." Kinross continued, "you

genius."

"The Greeks thought manly beauty—
not the feminine—the highest type."
She was such a combination, he inwardly smiled, of ignorance and learn-

understand you will of course have to
part with Eunice."
Mrs. Mornlngstar started as if dodg-

η blow.
Would this man never have done
tormenting and robbing thorn?
"You think you're a-goin' to take her
away, do you?" she exclaimed fiercely.
"Why," he smiled, "even you could
6carcely expect her to remain here

ing

ing.
"Oh,

That was
but the Greeks!
awhile back a'ready, as Pop Morningstar would say."
"Mere prettinese seems to me of little moment."
"It is. That isn't what I mean. But
a woman must be Interesting looking,
not a guy. She must l>e pleasing."
"You mean in order to attract the

now."
"I ain't leavln' her

go!" she stoutly
maintained, evidently not yet realizing
at all the significance of what she had

heard.
Kinross drew a puree
et and, taking out some
before Eunice. "Your
this money to give to

He lient back
lie couldn't help It.
his head and laughed. "Y011 think that
of little moment, too?" he asked. quickly sobering as he met her as tonishment.
"But," he shrugged again, "it
seems to be what they're all occupied

from his pock-

bills, laid jtfiein

aunt gave mo
you for your
expenses until you join her in New
York."
The girl's eyes opened wide. "I am
to go to my aunt?" she breathlessly
It seems so
asked.
"My aunt!
strange." she said, her face flushing
a quiver in her voice that revealed pitifully her lifelong loneliness, "to fee!
that there is some one in the world
belonging to me!"
"Your aunt expects to send lier sec
retarv. Mrs. Ken;.on. a widOT,·, down
here for you next week to take yot:
back with her to New York. ThI:·
mouey, she instructed me to toll you
you can use In getting yourself some
clothing for your journey with the
help of Mre. Kenyon. When you are
with your nun: she will do everythl::;;
Hi the world for your welfare, 1 know."
"Eunice," cried Abe. starting up.
"you ain't a-goin' away to stay away—
ain't not. you ain't?" he pleaded. "Och.
Γ.,,.Ι„Λ

\f

In

"I couldn't riuhtiy spare it."
y «·!«»; lus after I have no
more um· for them. OilleV" she lu·
quired, η touch of gayety in lier voice
niul a l>rig!it color coming into lier
pale cheeks. "Why, certainly I will."
"If you can't send lue a new one
mw and again, I don't want your old
send .\ t

ng at the threshold. "I have paid my
board, you know, for the rest of the
time 1 shall be here—up to the
>ud of next week. As a boarder, of
:ourse you can't expect me to do any
(vork."
"If you don't work you don't eat!"
mapped Mr. Morningstar viciously, the
[amily habit of browbeating the girl
jetting the better of Ills prudence, for

'augli

sion of the fortune rightfully belonging
to Eunice. She is ready now to make

restitution."

Abe here re"Kin you prove It?"
his father's demand.
"How did you find It out?" asked

pented

Mornlngstar.

"Haunted rooms reveal secrets," Kinthat
ross answered, with a solemnity
made the family shudder to a man.
"How much is coiuiu' to herï" Inquir-

ed Abe covetously.
"A very great fortune."
While the family gaped, speechless,
he rose from the table and moved
around to Eunice's side.
"Miss Wolcott." he said, holdlug out

"I congratulate you."
the Mornlngstars a long time
It, and Eunice herself seemby it. She had not the least
conception of what a groat fortune
Kinross found her childlike
meant.
of the stupendous fact both

his hand,
It took
to grasp
ed dazed

acceptance
refreshing and amusing.

It required a vast deal of explaining
before he could make them all even behad
gin to understand the discovery he
made. Mr. and Mrs. Mornlngstar were
loud in their comments and questions.
Even OUie overcame her habitual shyness before him and became articulate.
Eunice bad nothing to say as she

Only
sat motionless, with her eyes fixed uphis
on his face, when again he took
chair opposite her.
"Now, just to think!" heavily breath"Who'd 'a'
Mrs. Mornlngstai.
ed

thunk it?"
"Och, it minds me of that there story
of Cinderelln. ain't?" Ollie appealed to
Kinross, taking courage under the excitement of the occasion to display her

1 know how you
"Take It back.
have suffered In having It forced from
And 1 don't need it. Take it ae
vou.
the repayment for my board during
mainder of my stay here."
Mr. Mornlngstar almost pounced up
on It, while his small eyes gleamed.
"That ain't no more'n right, seein you
don't need It. and me I couldn't rightly
triumphantly at
He
enaro it."

glanced

Kinross. "You thought you was wonderful smart, ain't, gittln' this here
ahead of
money off of me? But I got
you that V^re time."
I πι
Kinross gave a short laugh.
satisfied with my work," he said.
"Eunice, you ain't goin' to act so ongrateful as to leave right In the middle of cannin* season?" exclaimed Mrs.
Morningstar, with a momentary return to her habitual asperity toward
"You could put off goln' to
the

: :.

not caused ft to do.
"You haveu't the dare to go; there's
mpper to make!" Interposed Mrs.
Morningstar from force of habit, not
realizing yet that her reign was over.
Eunice walked to the door which
Kinross was holding open for her.
Ί am afraid you and < ·Ilie will have
to get on without me," s!ie said, tuni-

wlien

—

::

jfles!" Ollie retorted.
"You may draw on me, Ollie, for al
the silk dresses you can wear," Eunict
said recklessly.
01 lie's cj.cs sparkled. "I/)ok at here
Eunice, do you mean that fnr really?'
Upon Eunice reassuring her Ollie's
look of complacency proclaimed het
resignation to the turn events had tak;u, since she herself was not altogether shut out from a share in them.
"Eunice, will you come with me
aowY" Kinross asked, again rising and
reeling buoyant in the liberty wbicb
the new circumstances gave him tc
talk with lier unrestrainedly and when
md where they both would, independently of the government which had
"I have
made her so inaccessible.
some tilings to discuss with you."
J2unlce rose at once, the pensiveness
jf her countenance momentarily lifting as even his good news for her had

my*heart

"Well,
realised the impossibility of her carim;
Moruingstar. her eyes bulging.
"I had wished to talk to Eunice of for Abe.
this aud other details alone, but as
"Ty-rantry!" exclaimed Mr. MorningI'll give you star. talcing up lier words, while Abe
you made that Impossible
he
looked dazed. "After all me and mom
the bare facts now, after which,"
added in a tone of authority, "Eunice done fur you—and our eon even want
will come with me to hear in private In' to marry you and us urgln' it-ami
what coucerns no one but herself."
givln' you back your $Λ.000
The draft for that money was in hpr
The Mornlngstars stared resentfully,
hand. She suddenly broke In upon his
but no one answered.
"was
"Her father." Kinross went on,
speech bv holding it out to him.

>

—

L

IM

α.,,.

leave you hire tlit* wasbin' -with the
money wot your pop Inherited to you.
mid I'd leave you spend nt the does n!i
you wanted, said we'd go a Rood bit.
too. to circuses and county fairs and
even to the rotfft garden in town. We
could afford to with your havlu* such
a lot yet! Why. 1 guess we could afford 'most anything! Won't you say
yes to meV"
Kunlce slowly turned her eyes upon
him. "«ay 'yes' to you now with rree
dom—freedom just at my hand? Mar
ι rv you an·.! remain a bond slave, wit!
still crying out as It has don.
nil mv life, 'Who will deliver me fron
fouud out also some other things."
the body of this death?' Tie myself t.
IIo paused nn instant. They all wait· you.
liberty and the wide world
Ml breathlessly.
lie before me? Oh. Abe." she exclaim
"The man and woman who left Eu- e«l. "if the thought of marrying yoi
nice here were not her parents."
was horrible to me while 1 was undei
"Now," exclaimed Mrs. Mornlngstar, vour mother's aud fathers tjranuj
how must it look to me now that 1 am
"you ain't tellin' us that!"
"«A li.
my souls!" breathed Ullie. free—free to live, to be myself, to
feed the hunger of my mind and sou
"Fuivveriuore!"
"Kin you prove It?" demanded Mr. with nil tlit* beauty of the world
Moruingstar sullenly.
Marry you. Abe?" A little rippling
hrok? from her lips. Kinross fel
"What did they do with havln' her,
then, along with -em?" cried Mrs. his brain beat with the shock of the
iov that suddenly surged up In hi?
Mornlngstar.
"They had stolen her from her heart at the revelation of her words
while he mentally pronounced himsel.
home."
never!" exclaimed Mrs. nn ass for his stupidity in not ha vint
I

was
W. W. Wolcott of Now York. He
Eunice was
a mau of large moans.
his only child. Her aunt, Miss Wolher
cott of Washington, who believed
to be dead, has meantime had posses-

Mi's.
Morulngstar sighed
"Eunice." she said, changing

knew, of course, that It was unwise
to further offend one who had Iteeomo
50 rich. "This here $3,«00 ain't payln'
fur your board, fur it ain't yourn to
?lve--lt was mine In the first place—
îxtorted out of me by force! So you
lust come on here and help morn git
supper or you don't chî!"
He emphasized his words by lifting
ils hand which held the draft, and in( stantly the valuable strip of paper was
Jrawn out of his fingers. Kinross
ae

Hissed It on to Eunice.
"If I may offer η word of advice,
( lon't pay your board In advance, Eunice. Walt until you ure ready to
eave."
Eunice, smiling, tucked tho paper Into the bosom of her calico gown, and
η the face of the blank and utter con( iternation of the family, the two walksd away, Kinross calling back over his
! ihoulder, "Give us a good supper when
ive come in and we will pay accordingy. Poor grub, small pay! We'll be
jack in an hour

probably."

CHAPTER XXIV.
HEY strolled about together In
the nearby woodland in the
late summer afternoon. There
was so much still that had to
)e gone over and explained; yet Kin·
OSS found himself quite neglecting the
girl.
prosaic details which ought to have
weeks
a'ready
a
j
till
couple
your aunt
)een discussed and. dwelling upon the
anyhow. How is me and OUie goln
ar more absorbing theme of the girl
And
to gel through all without you?
lerself, leading her skillfully to those
mcbhc if you stayed on a couple of
'asclnatlng self revelations which she
weeks you'd come to see It some dlf^ nade with such childlike openness and
ferent about Abe too.'
tfhlch, l>ecanse of her refreshing aud
"Just as rnon as the lady whom my
inique genuineness, set her apart In
aunt Is Pending for me enn take me
ils fancy from all the rest of her
away I shall go."
'false, artificial sex."
ao.in
that
call
t
don't
"Well. If yo
Yet just now as she walked at his
of
cauuin'
menu-right in the middle
tide there was a vague sense of dlsapthe tomats. too, yet!"
>olntment In his heart. His explana"Och, mo:n, you talk dnmni! said
Ion, given to her while they walked,
her husband, with a disgusted turning
tf her aunt's noble courage in at-once
of his back ou her and Hi:r:lng his
jiving up the fortuue to her without
"With a
words bclilud liiiu at her.
leeitatlon or protest and her readiness
tor*
New
at
her
fur
waltiu*
fortune
:o return to comparative poverty did
over, what would she do with stoppin
lot bring the response he had IioikhI
toniais:
the
our
caunlu'
to help with
'or—an offer to share with the older
tomats
She kin afford to buy canned
tliouiroman her quite superfluous
t
out of the grocery stores and won
lands. He tried not to blame her In
have to bother no more with puttln
ils heart for this, but to attribute It
up. I know what a big fortune means ο her
ignorance l>oth of money and of
to a person if you don't. 1 kuowed a
vhat the tie of blood meant. All would
I
worth
worse'n
was
$50,·
man out west
:ome right, be was sure, when she hud
000 yet."
(

doing."

the wistiul
"Are they?" she a.'l.od
way she had of appealing to him.
"it is pitiable. I suppose. But. then."
he lifted his eyebrows, "what would
you have them be at?"
"Your Georglnnn would prefer, she
told me. the career of a student and a
teacher rather than a domestic life."
"My Georgia un?" he repeated in consternation. "Now, why, may I inquire,

do you call her mine?"
"You said you loved her." she answered faintly, her eyes e "ie ground.
"Oh!" he nodded, enli^'it:·:» >d. That
frivolous remark of his had evidently
given her much food f" sptwnlaMon
Would he better tell her he'd only been
fooling? But she wouldn't understand
or see the point (what was the point
anyway?), and somehow he felt an
awkwardness In explaining to her thai

with timid questioning.
grow It ns booh «s she met other men
"Yon know I thought all along that and could form some standards of
One'·
measurement and comparison.
you were In love with Abe!"
She did not answer at once as she finit experience# of the divine flre did
walked with her eyes on the path be- not last. It was merely a preparation
for the more sane aud reasonable lore
fore her.
"I was aware that you paid me that of comparative maturity.
"I am the first friend you ever had,"
compliment." she presently spoke In a
he told her, "and naturally your feellow voice.
"For which I owe you an apology. ing Is Intensified because ull you are at
It was stupid of me. And very unflat- present capable of Is concentrated on
one object."
tering to your taste. I admit."
lie felt the absurdity of his cold
The fact was he realized that his belief In her Infatuation for Al>e had blooded analysis as his eyes met the
been the only thing In his knowledge fire of hers, but he went on:
"Walt until you have learned to
of her that had seemed to put her on
a lower plane than the one on which know your aunt and others and have
as "Miss Wolcott" she would hence- met with many people who are kind to
forth move. The discovery of her aver- you, and then no one person will eo
sion to the farmer's son had placed'her entirely fill your mind."
at a bound at his side as his equal In
They walked on In silence and
Kinross felt himself
every sense, uo longer an Ignorant ttioi^htfulnese.
countrv danvel to Im? indulgently pat- stirred to the dep'hs of him. and yet
what Ids own feelings toward her
ronln» i by I im and her aunt.

"Why didn't you tell me you despised
the fellow ?"
"It did not seem worth while ex-

plaining."

"Now, you are complimentary! You
did not care If I did think poorly of
your taste?"
She hesitated. "It Is not that I did
Hot care," she faltered. "But what you
couldn't see for yourself It didn't seem
useful to tell you."
It occurred to him to wonder whether her slightly unusual use of words,
which was a constant source of pleas
ure and amusement to him. would an
noy her aunt. In his opinion when
she lost It she would have lost one of
her charms.
"Then you did care?" he asked.
"Yes." sh·» said simply.

a

"Why?"

She turned to him with a little depre
■•a'Ing smile and gesture. "You dissect
so! As though you were a scientist

r.iul I a specimen. Sometimes It seems
to me cold blooded!"
"And you don't like it?"
"It is rather interesting to hear what
you will l»e asking next—and what the
tilings are which you wish to find out."
"It flatters tin· egotism of most women If a man n<ks them to talk about
themselves."
"Are women more egotistic than
men? Fonder of talking about themselves?"
She asked it so simply, evidently
seeking only to be instructed.
"What Is your own Idea about It?"

polite protest.

"You afford me many pleasant surprises, Eunice," he suddenly remarked,
knocking some brambles from her
pathway with his cane. The gallantry.
Instinctive and unthinking with him,
but understandable to her only through
books, thrilled her In a way that
would have amazed him If he had
dreamed of It.
"Pleasant sunrises?" she repeated

"No, Eunice."

spoke of you when you"
away, calling you 'Dr. Kinross.'
"She knows of me."
"Are you, then, a man of fame?" she
Inquired with Interest, though her
voice had a note of melancholy d <"»er

than her habitual pensiveiu·
"Not outside the village in
live, Eunice."
He saw that she was l«m*

I

perplexed.

τ.
"What was It Georgiana s::i
r a
Kinross?"' he Inquired, not v.
sneaking feeling that he was tai. .g a
mean advantage of Georgiana.
"Miss Parks, In that picturesque way
she has of speaking, said to Miss Ellery,
'You will do him brown.' And. 'You
are as good as engaged to him.' P'it
Miss Ellery seemed to have κ··ί. e
doubts about it. She said, Ί nm not

have

Eunice?"

loved any one. Ther
l e a distinction between love
uud a.TtMlo:i. Affection is said to be
much milder. I don't even know what
It Is to feel infection."
The confession seemed almost a;·
iii'ver

seemi: to

palling.
Suddenly she f-toppi 1 short In the
path and looked at lilrn. "AI! my ll'e,"
she said earnestly, "I have had a heart
hunger that 1 have never u:i !crstood-

I did not know what it was I hungered uud thirsted for and what tingreat 'waste places' in uiy soul meant.
But now- ! I 'lime." she hesitated, a
iMtibled Mg!'t In her eyes, as thong!·
she g.'uped in dark confusion; "I he
7Z r~-Γ" i

I

"

so

reassured her"—
"Oh. you did! What did you tell !i >r.

"That you had told me you
her."
He shouted a laugh. "Yon r
away, then—told them 'Pete'
Kinross?"
"No. I thought they must kn<
I couldn't understand."
"What dhl Georgiana sa.
told her I loved her?"
1"I didn't wait to hear.

I

i»r
^

a way."

"Leaving them ns puzzled »->
they left you," he sal 1. gro

η»

ber with the realization of t!i.·
In the white, drawn face of the ·:'
How strong her feeli
his slil«.
him must tie when it could s>>
shadow the great news he had
her and the brilliant future In·'
Ilia bruin swam for η ιηοιιΐι·.
felt all the fascination of hei
maidenhood, but he took litni:
"I won't undeceive h·"·
hand.

It

e

t
>·

lu
it
»r

er-

gut

«-t
In
he

ig.
Bald to himself. "I'll explain ηit
Even If I were in love with li
of
wouldn't be fair to take adv:::< ;.·«
Let her think I'm
hor inexperience.
engaged to Georgiaun."
He abruptly changed the 311!»:»**-t ind
forced her to talk prosaically «>f i^r
life with her aunt, though his pi: sen
were bounding with the exclleiue:·' of
his dlecovery, ii. her naive baring of
her heart.
And so iit length they strolled buck
to the farmhouse.

[to

be

continued.]

A WITTY JUDGE.
Hi· Conclusions on the Evidence of
Ditto and True.
The late Hon. Noah Davie, well
known throughout the country as the
Judge who tried aud sentenced Hose
Tweed, was Justly celebrated in ninny
Ile was of that type of Jurist
ways.
for which western New York was
famed during the half century following i860. Orleans county Is proud of
him as one of her noblest aud most dis-

I have ever known."
"That may lie for a little while. Bui
It will pass. You will llnd a couipnn
You will make
Ion In your aunt.
friends too. Ami after awhile. Inevitably, there will Ikî a lover, or. rather,
lovers."
"You think my aunt will like me?"

"But—shall I—ever see you?"
"Surely." He felt touched by Iter
helpless, childlike turning to him, her
first aud only friend. "I often «o te
New York and Washington, where
your aunt spends her winters usually
But," he added, a touch of pathos in
his tone, "you will soon learn to get
on without me, though 1 seem so necessary to you now."
She made no comment, not even a

before you met hcreV

sure.'
Her seriousness In repeating their
absurdities was tjo much for ΚI cross
"That
—he grinned Ills enjoyment.
was a mere figure of speech on < ;«· >rglana's part—she Is quite confident of
"
'doing me brown."
"She seemed to have doubts. P.··' I -1

out speaking.
"Are you afraid of your future. Eu
nice?" lie persisted.
A faint color came Into her face
"One thing I am afraid of," she soft!}
answered. "Of a loneliness worse than

lonely."

for a few weeks, in the process, poor
little Klrl! His h-îart softened to her
with a wonderful tenderness.
"Will you tell me something?" she
broke in upon his musings. "Did you
and Miss Ellery ever see each otUer

he asked.
"There it is again- dissecting me until I feel myse!f in shreds!"
They both laughed and lie could not
drag his eyes from tlie sweetuess of
her face wh -n she smiled.
"Πο you ! now." she said amusingly.
"I have often wctulered when Abe [unprotested to me of his love,' and when
I have read of It, what it Is like. I

guy.' 'pleasing'?"

you ?"
He felt himself stirred by the soft
But in some rethrill In her \olce.
spects lie was the stupidest of even his
stupid sex, and he did not realize the
emotion her words and tone expressed
"And If I liked you." he tried to en
courage her, "you'll get on with other
people. I'm not considered a lamb
So don't you fancy you're going to be

would she get over this exag-

gerated state of feeling toward him.
Though perhaps she must suffer a bit,

"But she

"Don't you think she Is?"
"I think her beautiful and graceful."
"Of course she Is."
Her head went a little lower as she
walked at his side for a moment with

she asked uncertainly.
"How can she help it?"
"You think I am, then, likeable?"
"I like you."
"Oh," she caught her breath, "do

sooner

tvere

he hail Hod to her. A more pointier
Joke he had surely never perpetrated.
"Georgiana deceives herself." he
eald.
"Georgiana would like to be
fallen In love with. Just like Ollie or
any other ;*lrl. You'll like It yourself
some day. Eunice. See If you don t."
"You think Miss Kllery Is all tho<«
things you admire—'Interesting look-

ing,' 'not

ndght be he did not even stop to consider. so accustomed he was to thinking of himself as Invulnerable.
This, then, was why she had so fastened uiKMi his flippant declaration
that he "loved" Georgiana! Well, betThe
ter that she should think so.

He was slightly
sous.
medium height, full habited,
large head, tine, clean cut face—Indeed,
He
a striking figure In any community
was a well read lawyer, au honest,
fair minded Judge, with a keen sense
of humor and withal something of a
writer and poet. The following lines
from his pen, written on the spur of
the moment and In the midst of a trial.
Illustrate the alertness and quality of
Ills mind. They are perhaps t!ie best
play upon words of which we have any

tinguished

"What

it Qcoryltnm mild of
Kinro»*? " he Inquired.

un χ

'l)r

Thin
Ileve I begin to understand.
strange feeling I have liad toward you
—ever since you first came here—even
before we had ever spoken togetherI believe It is—affection."
Kinross κ»zed at her spellbound
Was she not diverting?
"You dear child," he said, taking her
hand In his as though she were ten
years old lustead of twenty, "you like
me? And you find it a 'strange feel

tag?'

"

"At times 1 have thought I must 1χ·
mad. I am thinking about you every
minute. I seem to have no other life
It is like
save In the thought of you.
The time while
α possession, a frenzy.
you were away was a midnight black
to me.
Nothing seems to me
worth while except you. Is this," she
linked, her voice trembling, "affection?"
The blood surged to Kinross' face
The girl loved him. He was the first
man who had crossed the path of her
maidenhood, and he had come to her
as a friend and benefactor—almost as
the fairy godmuther—and the result
Her fancy wus fired,
was Inevitable.
and she was In love. It would not Inness

fair to take her seriously. It was only
She would out
α case of propinquity.

Pure Blood

Is certain if you take Hood's Sarsapariiia.
This great medicine cures those eruptions,
pimples and boils that appear at all seasons;
cures scrofula sores, salt rheum or eczema;
adapts itself equally well to, and also cures, dysand all stomach troubles; cures rheu-

pepsia

matism and catarrh; cures nervous troubles,
debility and that tired feeling.
•arMt·b·—For those who prefer medicine in tab·
let form. Hood's Sarsapariiia is now put up in chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs, as well as in the usual
Uquid form. Sarsatabs have identically the same
curative properties as the liquid form, besides accuracy of dose, convenience, economy,—no loss by evaporation, breakage, or leakage. Druggist* or promptly
by mail C L Hood Co.. Lowell. Mass.

Mrs. C. K. Tyler. Burlington. Vt.,
"
The cares of a large farm. so
says :
much to do and to little health to do It
cauted
almost a complete break
with,
down: blood poor and thin, no strength,
little sleep. Hood'» Sarsapariiia gave
appetite, natural sleep, perfect health,
strength to do ail my work

above

record In the English language.
It was at the Niagara circuit iu the
early seventies. Judge Davis presided.
An action In ejectment was called.
The dispute was over a party wall or
It was purely a quesa division line.
tion for the civil engineer. The division line estab| /lied and the case wae
won. The defendant's attorney, realizing this, called as expert witnesses the
Hon. John A. Ditto, city engineer of
Buffalo, and the Hon. A. It. True, the
engineer who constructed the cautalever bridge over Niagara river at the
falls. They were two of the most eminent civil engineer» lu the state. They
made a survey of the premises and established the division line as contended
for by the defendant and when called

to the witness stand so testified, giving
monuments, courses and distances with
such minute exactness that they could
not be successfully controverted. The
moment True, who followed Ditto as a
witness, left the stand, Judge Davis
wrote these lines nnd passed them to
the clerk to hand to plaintiff's counsel:
swears ditto to Ditto,
And Ditto swears ditto to True,
If True be true and Ditto be ditto.
I think they're too many for you.

Since True

—Daniel Π. McMillan in Buffalo Truth.
Man and Hit Sweet Tooth.
"If you want to have that tradition
upset about women only having a
sweet tooth," remarked the stenographer who works downtown. "Just go
Into a quick lunch room occasionally
and watch the men who drink coffee
or chocolate with their midday meal*.
I give you mj word I have seen not

one, but many men, put six lumps of
or
sugar into their one cup of coffee
chocolate and then eat apple pie that

Is fairly covered with powdered iugar."
—New York 1'i-ese.
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THE OXFORD BEARS.

Rev. C. F. Panons, presiding elder of
Oh dear! How can I wait to learn
whether Kinross has sense enough to this district, preached at toe M. E.
fall in love with Eunice, and whether church last Sabbath morning, Rev. Mr.
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL Banioe will run
in the aervioea.
away where they never Hannaford assisting
The
can find her, because, poor child, she The service· were very impressive.
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
thinks Georgiana the favored one—and holy communion was observed and the
what trill Qeorgiana say when^Bat infant daughter of Rev. and ||Mrs. |
Schoonover and the little daughter of.
Mr. and Mrs. John Pierce went to there! I 'spose I have got to wait.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Annie received
Boston last Friday for a stay of a few Good discipline maybe.
The special train which arrived here the rite of baptism.
days.
Rev. Israel Jordan, former pastor of
Mrs. Edward L. Parrie returned to last Tuesday evening was well loaded
from the Congregational church, attended the
New York last week, while E. L. Parrie, with a jolly crowd of Rebekahs
and Mt. funeral of Mrs. Octavia Rowe Bartlett
Jr., remains here for the rest of the win- Mt. Hope Lodge of Norway
Pleasant Lodge of South Paris, about Saturday.
ter.
Mr. William P. Kendall met with a
Mrs. Treworgy, the Lewiston evangel- 125 members of the two lodges being
accident last Tuesday. While
ist who spoke very acceptably at the guests of Onward Lodge of this place. painful
members of Onward Lodge splitting wood the axe glanced and
Baptist church Snnday, has been engag- Seventy-five
an ngly wound in the top of the
ed to speak at the same place next Sab- were present, making 200 assembled at made
I. 0. O. P. Hall. Supper was imme- foot.
bath.
after
Tuesday the W. C. T. U. met with
Lieut. Clive Rogers, U. S. Α., is the diately served in the lower ball,
which the company adjourned to the Mrs. Davis Lovejoy and arranged to
Lieut.
Winslow.
Daniel
of
Rogers
guest
hold a union Frances Willard service
is a recent graduate of the Military lodge room where the usual routine
was transacted and the degree Sunday evening.
business
Point.
at
West
Academy
Hilda and Marjorie Chandler of South
Bert Gibbs went to the Central Maine work exemplified on two candidates by
speeches Paris are in Bethel visiting their grandHospital at Lewiston last week where he Onward Lodge. Entertaining
a number of members of
parents.
was operated on for appendicitis and is were made by
Mr. Mel Freeman is very ill with pneuthe different lodges and after lodge closreported doing well.
cake was monia.
Loren B. Merrill got a sliver of stone ed harlequin ice cream and
Judge and Mrs. Herrick entertained
into his hand while cutting gems about served. A nice and profitable gathering.
Mrs. F. P. McKenney returned home the Epworth League and their friends
him con-

Single Copies of the Democrat are four cents
each. They will be mallei on receipt of price by
the publishers or for the convenience of patrons
two weeks ago that is giving
jingle copies of each Issue have been placed on
siderable trouble. He bad the hand
•ale at tbe following places In tbe County
Shurtleff's Drug Store.
South Carls,
opened last week. It is swollen badly
Noyé·' Drug Store.
Norway,
and somewhat painful.
Stone's l>rug store.
A Ifretl Cole, l'ostmaster.
Hucktie'd.
West Sum net.
Mrs. Harlow, Host Office.
Pnrls Hill,
Samuel T. Whlte.
We»t 1'arU,
Mr. and Mrs. K. P. Bowker received
K. A. Sburtleff A Co.
the congratulations of their friends Wednesday, the 19th, the occasion being
their fortieth
anniversary. Of
A
State Convention the company ofwedding
guests invited to spend
the evening with them some were kept
WILL UK HELD IN THE
Those that did
at home by bad weather.
Portland,
Armory,
brave the storm were amply repaid, the
occasion proving to be a very enjoyable
Tuesday, April 30th, lyoS,
The affair was gotten up by their
one.
At 1 :'W o'clock. P. M„
children, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert G.
for the purpose of selecting si* can<tl<lates for
Heath and Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Tuell,
electors of President and Vice-President of the
United States, anil four delegates at large and and kept a secret from Mr. and Mrs
four alternates to attend the National Republican Bowker.
The surprise was complete,
Convention to be held in the City of Chicago. In all
the preparations having been made
the State of Illinois, on Tuesday the IKth (lay of
without their knowledge. Their daughJune, l'A*, and the transacting of an ν other busl
ness that may properly 0 >me liefore It.
ter, M re. Elmer Tuell, and two children,
The liasls of representation will be as follow»
of West Paris, arrived early in tho day.
Each cltv. town and plantation will be entitled
Rev. Uenry Abbott and wife of Towanda,
to one del-gate, and for every 75 votes cast for
All
the Kc pu li Ilea η candidate for Governor In lyw> Penn., were unable to be present.
an additional delegate, and for each fraction of
who cared to played Hinch. A reading
•40 votes In excess of 75 vote··, an additional
delegate. Vacancies In tbe delegation of any was given by Mrs. Geo. A. Chandler,
clty, town or plantation can only be tll'ed by also one bv Mrs. H. S. Robertson, a song
rest tents of the County In which the vacancies
bv Miss Gladys Y >ung, and singing by
exist.
The State Committee will be In session In fe little Maud Tuell, four years of age,
anteroom of the A rmory at 12 30 o'clock P. M.
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bowker.
on the day of the Convention for the purpose of
Instrumental music was furnished by
A delereceiving the credentials of delegates
with organ
on the violin
gate In order to be eligible to participate In the •Wm. Glover
Convention must be elected subsequent to t'ie accompaniment, and Master Ivan Tuell.
date of this ca'l. and delegates cannot t>e elected
an
exhibition
another grandchild, gave
under this call to the St tte Convention to be
>f his wonderful clog dancing. Mr. and
hereafter call·*! for the purpose of nominating a
canllda'e for Governor.
Mrs. Bowker were the recipients of some
All electors of Maine, without regard to past
Repretty and useful presents.
political ailillation", who ImUbI· lu the prin- v«ry
The guests
ciples of tbe Republican party and endorse lis freshments were served.
policies, are cor I tally Invited "to unite under thl- took their leave at a late hour wishing
call In electing delegates to this convention.
them many happy returns of the day.
Per order, Republican State Committee.
Κ. X. Stetson has the ticdouloureux in
SETH M. CARTER, Chairman.
BV K< >N Mi »Vt>, Secretary.
his face.
Ltwlston. February 1-, l'jos.
Mrs. Maria Glover of South Paris, who
has been visiting friends aod relatives
here, went tu Sumner Wednesday.
Coming Eventé.
Miss Georgia Irish of Sumner is spending a few days at A. G. Farrar's.
March 2.—Town meeting.
Frank L. Chandler and lady friend.
March 3.—Oxford Pomona Grange, West Paris
are here
Miss Douglas, of Salem. Mass
for a few weeks with Mr. Chandler's
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Chandler.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Horatio
Mr. Chandler, who is a very skillful
Eye Troubles are Hereditary.
Money Orders.
workman and commands high wages in
The Old an l New War.
the shoe shop, was obliged to give up
The Heart Can't Stand.
New Uoods.
work, being threatened with nervous
Apron Ulngham*
prostration.

visit in Massachusetts on
of last week.
The Oxford Blacksmiths' Association
met the 15th at the shop of E. R. Davis.
Mrs. C. F. Barden and two daughters
went to Danville last week for a few
days' visit with relatives.
The concert at the Universalist church
was postponed last week on account of
the illness of some of the musicians. It
will be held on Friday evening of this
week, Feb. 2S. See bills for particulars.
Music will be furnished by the Schubert
Quartette of South Paris and other
talent. Two or three numbers may be
^iven by local people, one of which will
be a song by Alice £. Barden. It is the
intention to have a good reader, and the
affair will merit generous patronage
Admission for adults 25 cents. Children
under 12,15 cents.
Mrs. Emma Mann and Miss Linnic
Marshall attended the play "Arizona" at
Norway last week.
Earle Adams spent Sunday with relatives in Portland.
Miss Lilla Young entertained the L.
L. Club last Thursday evening. Delicious home made candy was served for
refreshment.
Mr. Augustus L. Bacon is still in poor
health. Over two months ago he sustained severe injury from an accidental
blow on the bead which caused him
much pain and distress, affecting his
general health. His head is improved
but the trouble now seems to be located
in the spine and he is still confined to
the house. His many friends feel much
sympathy for him.
March 4th there will be a ball at Dunbam'H Hall with an oyster supper and
good music by Stearns' Orchestra of
Norway. R. E. Shaw is floor manager
and has several efficient young men as
aids.
Quite a good number were in attendance at the union memorial meeting
held in honor of Miss Frances E. Willard, Sunday evening, the 23d, at the F.
B. church. Programme as follows :
from

Keep

on

Singing:.

IT

John!

Editor Democrat:
The following lines were suggested
ieamuK

uic

^idtriui

unnur

μ«»κι

by

jruui

correspondent "John," by the Portland
Advertiser, which appeared in your issue
of Feb 11: and by the memory of rare
poetical genu from
which occasionally

the pen of "J. Ν. I."
adorned the column*
of the Oxford Democrat, in the far dim
vista of the past.
Ah the seventieth milestone is reached,
we extend heartfelt congratulations, and
a sincere wish that he may loiter many
more years in the path
of wit and wisdom, ere his footsteps falter on the way,
and the suu sinks low in the west. And
(with apologies to Dr. Osier and George
Meredith) we are constrained to say:
Slnit on, O, bant of the countryside.
Bid envy an·! <luuht depart.
For only the v>nκ of K*lth and Love
Reaches Humanity's heart.
note of «Ils -ontent. or strife.
Through ail (lie pns-liii: years
Ha* marred the wonlrou* harmony.
That soothe- our lt>tenlng ears.

No

Th.it glad refrriln of Hope an·! Trust,
Makes !>ri*liter tbe paths of grief,
Dispels from the soul's horizon
I>ark clouils of uuliellef.
The milestone ipilned, where travellers
May tln<l a sweet release.
Where the music of all earthly songs
However sweet, may cease.

worn

As the s n»et hour ilnws near, sing ou !
λ ml gladden the hearts of men,
Tli it all may share the abiding faith
Of thv threescote years and ten
Mart Maxim
Cambridge, Mass.

Women at Bates.
Bates O'oli.kuk, Lkwiston, Mk.
Feb. 14. 190S
The wonderful demand for college
opportunities for young ladies is evident
from the fact that from one hundred and
fifty to two hundred young women are
yearly making applicvion for admission
to Bates College.
Co-educatiou in this
institution has been an unqualified success.
The only regret of the authorities
is that they can receive only about fifty
young women students each year.
Each applicant for admission in 1008
is now required to give a certificate of
character and scholarship from her principal, a certificate of health equal to the
demands of a college course from her
physician, and a certificate of character
and worth from her pastor.
The merits of the young ladies ar«
passed upon by the college authorities
and the decisions will be announced
probably in May. Principals interested
in sending young ladies to Bates should
be sure that their applications are made
to the president of the college not later
than March 1.
Resolutions of

Respect.

Whereas, Death has again entered our
order and removed our brother to the
higher life, therefore
Resolved, That in tbe death of A. M.
Yates Paris Grange has lost a worth;
and respected brother, the community
an honorable and
upright citizen, the
family a kind and loving husband and
friend.
Keeloved, That while we as a fraterni'y
mourn the loss of onr brother we would
extend a sincere and heartfelt sympathy
to his family in their hour of sorrow and
bereavement. And may He who "atHicti
not willingly" so temper their affliction
as to fill their heart with peace.
Resolved, That for thirty days tbe
usual insignia of mourning be displayed
in our hall, these resolutions be spread
upon our records, a copy be sent to tbe
family of our deceased brother, also to
the Oxford Democrat for publication.
S. E. Jackson, ι
J. S. Bkown, > Committee.
S. P. Steakxs, )
Some of the Things lie Enjoys.
Tbe following note is so frank and
spontaneous in its tribute that it is published without change of expression. It
was not written for publication, by the
way. but was in a letter enclosing pay
for bis subscription from a former Oxford County boy now in a distant state:
Knclo·*··! please tin·! my check for pal 1 up
subscription until Ian. 1st. ISO». I still look for
ward for "arrival 'lay," which I· Thursday. ami
alter reading l'arts ami Hebron news, I sit back
and enjoy "Greenwood
Also John Is delight-

ful. Also the old man th.it seems to "visit"
around, have forgotten his name.

v

R

Τ

{'handler,

a

Htmlent

her

Thursday

Republican

Automobile and Motor Boat Show
Harvard Cough Balsam.
Prob«te Notices.
5 Notices of Appointment.
:t Notices of Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

Bucltfield.
DID LEE EXPECT DEFEAT?
; Mr·. Ο. H. H ere θ y and daughter Arvilla, who have been spending a few Th· General'· Significant Statement
at Dixfield, were guetta of, Mr.
After 8ailora Creek.
j weeks
F. Warren over Sunday, re{ and Mrs.toA.their
My last official Intercourse with Genhome In Portland Mon; turning

I

BetM.

Weft Paris.

The Ladies' Aid had a supper at the beginning Monday.
Charles Harriman has bought a horse
chapel Wednesday evening, the 19th.
Leroy Abbott went to the hospital at of Ν. T. Fox.
Charles Harmon and wife are stopping
Lewiston one day last week to consult
Dr. Haskell. His brother Arthur went with their daughter and husband in the
village during the winter. His band,
with him.
which was cut badly in the fall, is improving, but as yet he can not use it.
the
is
sick
with
Lowe
Llewellyn
An all day meeting of Suncook Grange
grippe.
Visitors were in atwas held Friday.
Doris Pield was given a surprise party tendance from South and North Waterby her parents on her birthday, Peb. 20, ford. The 3d and 4th degrees were conto which her classmates, seven little
ferred, the work being done by members
sirle, were invited. Candy, popcorn and of South Waterford Grange.
cakes were served. Miss Doris received
The postmaster has received a comλ number of presents from her friends.
munication from the department asking
The Ladies' Aid of the M. E. church that the patrons of the rural free de?ave a supper and entertainment Peb.
livery keep themselves eupplied with
19. Owing to the heavy storm but few stamps so that their mail may be propwere present.
erly stamped when placed in the boxes,
Mr. and Mrs. America Andrews and and that when they place money therein
Beatrice, aud Mrs. Ε Ε. Field and two for the purchase of stamps that they
■laughters, attended the library dinner be put in a small box or cup so the
at West Sumner Peb. 19.
driver may take them out without much
trouble. It is quite inconvenient when
Bvron.
wrapped in a fur coat and bundled up as
Jobn Ε. Shaw has finished cutting hie a man must be to face some of these
ice and hauling up his wood. He con- days to chase a few pennies around the
templates visiting friends at East Dix- inside of a mail box.

Mercer,

Farmington,

Buckfield,

West Minot and Lewiston. He started
his trip Monday morning.
Miss Lane.
1. Voluntary,
Ed and Earn
Knapp are hauling
Choir and congrégation.
2. Pralee service
■ipruce and poplar for Gib Hodsdon.
3. 8crlpture reading and prayer,
Kev. Mr. Van Gordor.
We learn that Germ Philbrick, who
4. Trombone eolo, The Chord of Love.
has been sick, is improving.
Mr. L. M. Irish.
Miss Helen Houghton and Will Abbott
5. Reading, A Glimpse of Miss Wlllard,
Mrs. H. K. Tuell. visited Mrs. and Mr. James Taylor at J.
β. Sol > and chorus. When We Meet on Thit
Κ Shaw's and brought them a present
Mrs. White and Choir.
Beautiful Shore,
of a fine lamp one day last week.
7. I'oem, Mlee Wl'lanI, 8M11 Remembered,
Kllnor H. Tuell.
Wallace Hutchinson was in town last
ttev. Isabella S. Macduff
8. Address,
week looking after his business. He
Choir.
'J. Mus'.c,
hauls
the wood from the Whitney place
10. Offering.
and loads it on the cars at the mouth
11. Hymn and benediction.
Rev. 1. S. Macduff has been preaching of East Branch for Bernard Andrews of
The wood is shipped to the
a series of timely sermons at the Uni- Canton.
versalist church on the five essential Cummings Bros, at Bemis.
On account of the storm and soft
doctriues of the Universalist faith. Sunday evening, the 16th, she gave an in- roads the Grange did not hold their
teresting address on Lincoln, his charac- meeting Saturday night.
ter and
statesmanship. Last Sunday
North Waterford.
morning her topic was citizenship. A
Albert Brown, who went to California
broad, comprehensive view of individual
duty and privilege from the Christian a few weeks ago for his health, has
tuberculosis in the throat.
standpoint.
Charles Grover has had another shock
Greenwood.
which leaves him in a very critical conSeven inches more of snow on the dition.
Sidney Hatch and family have moved
H*th, and for a wonder no gale blowing
up stairs in the honse where Fred Hazelit into drifts as yet.
On the 15th, while it was yet raining, ton lives.
L. A. Flint is still doing quite a busiCharles B. Brooks called on us on his
animal line. He just shipway to visit his folks in the neighbor- ness in the
hood. He lives in Bristol, having mov- ped a number of boxes of porcupines and
also
rabbits.
He has some loft, aleo a
ed there last fall, and seems highly
gray lynx or bob cat, which be recently
pleased with his new home.
Will Swan made us a short visit Tues- purchased.
Carl Hatch of Lovell is stopping at
day, having been about the same as on
the sick list for several days. His wife his brother Sidney's.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred nazelton went to
and two children are still with her sishis
ter, Mrs. Martin, and he thinks she is \lbany Saturday in the rain to visit
mother, Mrs. Isaiah Hazelton, who is on
slowly convalescing.
D^ath is making sad havoc in Canton, the sick list.
where we visited one year ago last fall,
West Lovell.
three men having been called away since
There will be a dance and oyster supthe new year came in, and all living in
the same neighborhood ; the first beinc per at the Library Hall Friday evening,
Ansel Staples, soon followed by Oscar Feb. 28th.
Mrs. Martha Elliott and Mrs. D. W.
Hayford, and he in turn by John Dearborn. Mr. Dearborn buried his wife Irish are both improving though both
are quite ill.
some time during last year.
Mrs. W. S. Fox rode to her father's,
Amanda
married
John
Dearborn
Fuller, and a somewhat singular coin- Alonzo Lord's, Feb. 18th, the first time
cidence occurred away back in the she has been out since the first week in

of

Bowdoin College, is at borne with his
parent), Mr. aud Mrs. Geo. A. Chandler,
for a short vacation. Mr. C. expects
soon to go to work for the state in the
brown tail and gipsy moth commission
department of entomology.
Mrs. L. E. Pulsifer, of Xatick, Mass.,
is spending a week with her father, Mr.
E. W. Chandler.
Norris Newell, of South Paris, is visiting his cousin, Clayton Lothrop
Mr. James Buck, who has been quite
sick with a grippe cold, is very much
better. Dr. Wheeler is in attendance.
Mr. T. M. Lunt and Miss Ada Heath
of Bucktield spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. II G. Heath.
Mr. James Tuell, who was badly injured in a railroad accident some months
ago, is still an invalid. The shock left
his nerves in a very bad condition.
Mr. and Mrs Albion W. Andrews have
returned to their home on Paris Hill.
They have been running a boarding
house here for Cumiuings & Ellingwood,
who have a crew of men engaged in
lumbering. M. C. Beckler has been engage! to do the cooking.
The dinuer served by the West Sumner
Library Association in the vestry of the
Universalist church was a success both
socially and tiuancially despite the bad
weather. While the enow storm raged
without all was warmth and merriment
within. A very good entertainment was
given, the best features of which were a
vocal duet by two little girls, Beatrice
Andrews and Doris Field, and the solo
by little Edna Maxim. The company
seemed like one great family having a
jolly good time together. Among those
from out of town were Mr. and Mrs.
America Andrews and granddaughter,
Beatrice Andrews, Mrs. Ε. E. Field and
daughters, Ora and Doris, and Miss
Leonine York of Woodstock.
George E. Pulsifer has gone to Rumford Falls to have his throat treated by
Dr. C. M. Bisbee
Mies Emily Tuell, a student at Gould
Academy, is at home from Bethel on
account of being exposed to the mumps.

fifties, in connection with the two fami- October.

G. W. Andrews has gone to Boston
lies. Mr. Dearborn's mother and his
wife's father died on the same day. and λ visit.
Nathaniel Fox ie having his wood
were buried two days later, Mrs. Dearborn's funeral being in the forenoon and worked up with L. E. McAllister's wood
in the afternoon.
I he ■«awing outfit.
Mr. Fullers
Charles Barrows and wife visited at N.
writer attended both funerals and well
remembers the doubly solemn occasion. Fox's Tuesday.
Mrs. Marietta Fox seems a little better.
"lTnea«y lies the head that wears a
Bryant's Pond.
not wholly unpreReuben M. Whitman, foreman of the crown." We were
Locke's Mills.
pared to learn of the assassination of
upper section of the Grand Trunk here,
The V. I. S. sewing circle met witii
a few
of
Carlos
Portugal.
King
Only
was struck
by· the engine of the way weeks
afternoon. As
ago one paper gave his picture, Mrs. Crooker Wednesday
freight Friday morning and badly inwith the condition of his sub- it was quite stormy there was a small atjured. His left hand was crushed aud together
next
tendance.
The
it was not very favorable to
meeting is with
he was bruised about the bead. Doc- jects. and
the least. And now, Alfonzo, you Mrs. Dana Grant.
tors Wheeler and Wight were summon- tay
Ordell Bryant, station agent at Winsof Spain, look out for that
ed and amputated the hand. Mr. Whit- hoy king
low's Mills, was in town last week.
crowned bead of yours.
man is an old employe of the company
Miss Vesta Woodis returned from
and has been foreman for several years.
Portland Thursday.
William Stevens and wife are visiting
Thomas Glineg, an aged man, died at
Mrs. Oscar Brown visited relatives in
Mrs. Stevens' brothers in Portland.
the home of Win. Woodis while there on Lewiston last week.
Albert N. Felt has been drawn trav- a visit last week.
Miss Maud Davis of Bethel and Mise
erse juror for the March court.
Lucy Emmons has engaged work for Blanchard of West Milan were the Quests
Fred A. Westwood, who has been act the season with Mrs. Wm. Young on
of Mrs. Frank Frost a few days of last
ing as night operator at the station, has Crockett Ridge.
week.
his
home
in
Portland.
returned to
Ambrose Curtis of Kumford-is visiting
Mr. Addison Bryant is boarding at
Mrs. Angella Farrar, widow of Kufus :tt his son Ernest's and at his brother
Bryant's Pond while it is such rough
Farrar. Jr., died at her home in Grafton, Jacob's.
traveling.
Feb. 14, aged about tf(i years. Mrs
Frank Martin, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Farrar had been nearly helpless for Walton and two children of South Parie
Albany.
several years. She leaves a family of were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. John
Allen E. Cummings, who was operated
eight children and two brothers. Mrs. Noyes Sunday.
on for appendicitis Jan. 2d, was out of
Farrar was a native of Woodstock, the
Friends and relatives of Mrs. Vernon doors for the first time Feb. 10. lie is
daughter of Harrison and Delphina Walton of South Paris are sorry to hear still at his sister's in Auburn.
■«be is in poor health.
(Perham) Whitman.
Aunt Charlotte Cummings, one of our
Dr. Charles B. Brooks of Bristol was
Ralph Richardson is well on the road smart old ladies, recently visited her
in town this week on a visit, coming to recovery and is expected home soon.
■laughter, Mrs. W. I. Beckler. Aunt
Those attending the leap year ball at Charlotte is over
through from home by team.
eighty years old.
Mr. C. Koee of Richmond was in town the village Friday night report a very
Lauren L. Lord went to Harrison one
Wednesday. Ile has many friends on ι·njoyable time.
day recently.
the line of the Grand Trunk who will be
Eleven inches of snow fell Feb. 19th,
Denmark.
sorry to learn that he is to be retired
which brings out the rollers again.
Mr. Rose has
soon on account of age.
The Denmark Telephene Co. now own
Cn account of bad weather the circle
been in the employ of the company for the old Oseipee Valley line from here to
There was
was postponed to Feb. 13th.
thirty seven years, and fur quite a por- lirowufield, and have discontinued the
Another cirole
a small attendance.
tion of that time has had charge of re- line from Fred C. Alexander's to Brown- naly
March 5th.
lield.
pair work on bridges on this division.
Roger Sloan is able to be out again.
Town meeting the 2d day of March.
F. G. Sloan is on the road again with
The telephone has been taken out of fish.
West Buckfield.
Fred Bennett had to kill his sick the post office.
J. K. Whealer has been ill with the
There was a heavy snow storm in this
horse. He bas one of C. M. Heald's
grippe, but is improving.
the
will
which
19th,
Wednesday,
vicinity
horses to work with his. He has loadCharles Grover had a severe paralytic
help the loggers out in great shape.
ed bis second car of potatoes.
shock recently. Hie recovery is doubtThere is a great amount of sickness in ful.
Miss Ethel Hutchinson, who has been
went back this section, bad colds and grippe.
One of M. F. Lord's horses
at work for Mrs. Will

recently

Fogg,

to Turner Sunday.
Fred Cooper is putting up the frame
to his mill.
Everett Pearson has the cream collector's job.
Miss Mattie Elwood, who is at work
at Hackett's Mills, was at home from
Friday until Mondav
Miss B'«ryl Harlow has gone to Lewiston to work.

cut his leg so badly that it had to be
tewed up.
The Ladies' Circle met with Mrs. A.
Marjorifc Barker had her hand cnt so
M. Richardson Tuesday.
badly that the doctor had to take three
has
in
been
Brook- stitches in it. She sat still and let the
Mrs. Sargent, who
lyn, Ν. Y., with her sister since Christ- doctor drees it without flinching.
is
home
this
week.
mas,
There are no new cases of scarlet fever
expected
Miss Hazel Donham will be home this at Lynchville yet.
week for the sbcrt vacation.
Mason.
Mrs. Fred Sturtevant got back from
Portland Wednesday.
Alice Cole has been visiting her sister
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Cantello have a Kva for a few days, but has gone to Allittle daughter.
bany t^visit her sister Fannie.
The snow of Wednesday drifted so
A. L. Bean has sold a cow to J. M.
that roads were broken Thursday.
Philbrook.
The winter is wear.ng away and all
T. E. Westieigh has bought a horse of
will be glad to welcome spring once A. E. Tyler.
more.
P. E. Bennett's little boy is quite sick.
Cleve Waterhouse is at work for E.
Morrill driving his team.
II.
East Waterford.
W. J. Wheeler of South Paris was in
Alton Howe was operated on for aptown Wednesday.
pendicitis Monday by Dra. Webber of
Lewiston and Bartlett and Barker of
Norway Lake.
Norway. He has a nurse from the CenDr. Edna H. Stephens of West Somertral Maine General Hospital. He has
been in a very critical condition, the ville, Mass., came home the 15th to atappendix having burst before the opera- tend the funeral uf her uncle, George
tion, but be is now in a fair way to re- Ilorr, which occurred the 10th. She returned the 18th.
cover.
Dr. C. A. Stephens was here to attend
Paul Howe la confined to the bed with
the grippe. Lewis Merrill is helping Mr. Horr's funeral.
C. W. Partridge was in Lewiston the
him for a few day·.
Lulu G. Mclntire is to be operated on 17th to consult physicians.
1
Several from this plaoe attended the
for appendicitis at her home Saturday,
Federation meeting M Norway, the 80th.
the Md.
Hebron.

East Sumner.

the rain on Saturday, the 15th
Foxcroft has a genuine sensation in lost., about sixty members of Union
the discovery of the body of Mrs. Maude Grange went to North Buckfield and
Woodbury, wife of Herbert Woodbury, visited Mouutain Grange, and presented
a hotel and livery stable keeper of con- the comedy
entitled the "Old Maids'
siderable property. Mrs. Woodbury dis- Convention." On Saturday, March 7th,
on
the
4th
of
November
Union
last,
Grange will visit Buckfield
appeared
and her husband stated that she had run Grange at the village.
We hear that Rev. S. C. Eaton of Banaway with a Portland plumber who had
been at work there. Ue at once closed gor Semiuary, who is supplying the
tbe Exchange Hotel, which they had Congregational pulpit, is also to supply
been running. A search by officers last the Baptist piUf>^ Sabbath afternoons
Tuesday resulted in the discovery of the for the present. He is an unusually imbody of Mrs. Woodbury, frozen and pressive speaker and the people are
decomposed, hanging to a door knob in much pleased with his services. Efforts
made to retain him for the
a storeroom on the upper floor of the are being
Exchange. The door of the room was coming summer.
R. O. Smders of Minot is in town with
fastened by a prop on the Inside. Wood- t
bury, the husband, was soon after placed a te.im hauling wood.
Miss Adelia Kidder of Hale is visiting
under arrest. The coroner's jury return- I
ed a verdict that the woman came to her at C. B. Heald's for a short time.
death by violence at the hands of some
Apples are b«»ing sold at seventy-five
person or person· to the Jurors unknown. oents per barrel in bulk.

on

Despite

1

ORDERS!

payable anywhere in the UNITED
STATES, we are prepared to Imuo

Norway

grippe.

field.

MONEY

—

I was
eral Lee was on the retreat
obecke for any amonnt ON MORE
The No Name Whist Club was enter- eent to him with dispatches from PresTHAN TWO THOUSAND CITIES
H.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
midhome
near
the
him
tained at
ident Davis and reached
and
TOWNS in EUROPE, ASIA,
▲. Irish Wednesday evening.
"!<ht of April β near Kice's station. I
AMERICA,
SOUTH
AFRICA,
Mayflower Chapter, No. 135, 0. E. S., approached without being challenged
have voted to hold two meetings per
and the WEST INDIES,
him
MEXICO,
found
sentinel
and
a
single
month instead of one as originally in- 3y
fire with
AUSTRALIA, and the EAST INtended. The meetings are to be held standing near a smoldering
one of his bauds restiug on an amDIES, the PHILIPPINE ISLANDS,
on the first and third Fridays of each
and SANDWICH ISLANDS.
month. ▲ profitable meeting was held bulance wheel. He was dictating some
last Friday night.
order to Colonel Marshall, who sat In
The rural schools closed Friday after the ambulance with a lap desk receiv...
...
a ten weeks' term.
As General Lee
ing his dictation.
Mrs. Major Alden and son Dwight of
be gazed Into the bed of coals
Portland, Me., are guests of Mrs. Al- spoke
as if weighing every word. There was
den1· sister, Miss Lizzie Allen.
Norw*y« Me.
Rev. A. W. Pottle has been ill the past no staff or escort about, so far as I
could see. Touching Sailors Creek, he
week.
}^~Thirty-five year· of successful ser-1
Prinoipal A. A. Towne of the high spoke bitterly and said in answer to vice to depositors.
school went to Augusta Thursday after- Mr. Davis' desire to know bis proposed
noon to take the state teachers' examinaline of retreat that it was beyond his
tion, and the examination to qualify for
that he had Intended to re-

day.

the position of distriot
superintendent.
"
News has been received here of the
death of Mrs. Helen Oregg at her home
in Andover, Me., Thursday, the 20th
at their home on Thursday evening.
Mr. Prank Pike of Norway has spent Inst.
Mrs. Lucy Shearman and two children
the week in Bethel.
Friday evening the Westbrook Semi- returned to their home in Portland Frinary basket ball team played the Gould day morning.
Buckfield Grange had a pleasant meetAcademy team at their hall in Bethel,
ing Wednesday evening in spite of the
resulting 27-10 in favor of Gould.
The prize speaking of Gould Academy storm. A box supper was served to the
is to be held in Odeon Hall Priday even- members only.
ing, Peb. 28.
Lovell.
North Paris.
We hear that the health of Mrs. Ella
Dea. Dunham, who has been on the Walker does not improve, and that she
sick list for eeveral weeks, is on the is seriously ill.
The drama recently given here is to be
^ain.
A. J. Abbott and two little grand- repeated at Pine Grove Hall on the evenchildren are down with the grippe at ing of March 2d.
Jessie A. Chapman went to Portland
this writing.
Mr. Peterson is also sick with the Saturday where she has a position as
teacher in the Oakdale school, the term

on

In Addition to Out Regular

—

North Stoneham.

Reta, little daughter of John Adams,
is quite sick.

Forie McAllister's twin daughters have
been sick with very bad colds.
Bessie McKeen of Albany is caring for
the sick at Mr. McAllister's. They are
all improving at this writing.
Wesley Adams is in very poor health.
He fell while out bunting this fall receiving injuries from which he has not re-

covered.

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Haskell from
East Waterford visited Mr. and Mrs.
Lyman Hilton and attended the valentine ball at Grange Hall at North Lovell.
Beryl McKeen was at home from Norway Saturday and Sunday.
Eva McAllieter of Waterford visited
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
Sawyer, last week.
"Fond"—Its Two Meanings.
The older moaning of this word was.
as is well known, equivalent to foolNow it has the meaning of afish.
fectionate. The following iustance of
the uee of the word In both senses on
the same page of the same work marks
the period of transition, when the old
sense still lingered while the new sense
In Dr. Watts on
was coming into use.
"The Improvement of the Mind," first
edition. 1751, in chapter 13. section 5.

page 119, I find:
"Some are so fond to know a great
deal at once and love to talk of things
with freedom and boldness before they
truly understand them that they scarcely ever allow themselves attention
ou

enough to search the matter through
and through."
And lower down ou the page, in section 7, is:
"A soul inspired with the fondest
love of truth and the warmest aspirations after sincere felicity und celestial
beatitude will keep all its powers attentive to the incessant pursuit of

them."
Also in Coles' lCnglish-Latln Dictionary. Gfteeuth edition, 1749, both meanings are given as follows: "Fond, indulgens," and lower down, "Fond
(foolish). 8tultus."—London Notes and

Queries

Singular Coincidence.

Commodore Schley
returned from rescuing the survivors
of tin* Greely urctlc expedition. the
In 1SS4. lust alter

Massachusetts Humane society pre
sented blm with α handsome medal for
bis achievement, and Benjamin W.
Crownlnfleld, oue of the Bay State's
great orators, was eent to Washington
to make the presentation speech. On
the way to the capital Mr. Crownlufield
fell in with an old aud prominent resident of Boston, who took the privilege
of asking the orator what his mission
in Washington was. In reply the old
gentleman was showu the medal and
told what was to be done with it.
"Strange coincidence," mused the
venerable gentleman from the Hub
"Forty-four years ago. in 1S40, I rode
over this same line and met General

I was as inquisitive
Winfield Scott.
then as now and asked him where be
lie said that a son of bis
was going.
friend, Mr. Schley, bad been named
for him aud that be was going to
MarylanJ to see the baby. Nearly half
a century Is past, and now I Ami you
going to Washington to carry a modal
to the man that General Scott visited

The Heart Can't Stand
Rheumatic Acid

control;
treat by the line of the Danville road,
but had been forced off that route by
the arrival of Sheridan ahead of him
at Rurkvllle; that be was then following the line of the Southside road to
Lynchburg, but the enemy was out- To
marching him and might force him off;
that his movements were dependent
on the developments of each hour, and
then he added: "How can I tell? A
few more Sailors Creeks and It will all
be over—Just where I thought It would
end from the l>eglnnlng." When I first
published this statement Its truthfulFortunately 1
ness was questioned.
afterward saw two of his stuff, both
of/vhom said they had heard him ex
There
press himself In the same way.
niu.v have Ihhmi times when General
Lee, elated by some of his surprising
successes, felt hopeful about the tri

A common danger
Proverb.

produces

Poisoning.

Free and

the Blood

Correct

There le great danger In those sharp, shooting
pains through the chest around the region of the
heart. It means that poisonous uric and rheumatic acid are there rea«ly to spring and grip
tightly the muscles controlling the heart's action.
Don't neglect these warnings, they are the danYou
ger signals Nature flashes to yon for help.
must neutralize and drive these dangerous (toisons from the system, or sooner or later they will
overcome

commanded such troops as those
But his mind was too
under me."
mathematical in Its workings, and all
its calculations were too habitually
based upon what could be done with
a given number of men and α certain
amount of material to make him forget
the vast disparity between the contest

ever

ants or hope for ultimate triumph.—
John S. Wise in Circle Magazine.

THE

SHIPS Ul-

ABE SHOWING

Apron Ginghams
FOR 8 CENTS.

For 1Q, 12 1-2, 15, 25 Cents.
CALL AND LOOK THEM OVER.
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

you.

cure Rheumatism Is to
get at It from the Inside with Uric-O. It acts with
marvelous swiftness upon the muscles, kidneys
and blood. Clsara out the sand-Uke deposits In

Tho

only true way to

SPECIAL SALE
OF

muscles, forces the kidneys to perform those

the

does not contain any morphine, opium
so-called "pain deadeners." It Is good

or

I Inc.

Far East.
Away back, even when Solomon was
king In Israel, the ships of Tyre,
manned l»y brave Phoenician sailors,
went through the prehistoric canal
where the Suez channel le now and
from China clear around to
the

Shop-worn Muslin
SOUTH PARIS,

FACTS

muscular troubles that

can

be

makers of Fersla and India have stuck
to the old Tyrian models to the present day.
Today their high square sterns recall the ships of Columbus. The marinera still I.ave to get out of sight of
land and steer by stars and the feel of
the wind on cloudy nights. They sail
around Trinidad and carry pilgrims to
Mecca.
These vessels, on which the
Sheba might have traveled
Solomon, are used by native
Arabs and by the peoples

queen of
to visit

Hindoos.

of

Indo-

China.
On board the captain, his men, the
cargoes, pilgrims and sheep, asses and
other live stock live in a proximity
that would stir an American's stomach
Nashville
rebellion.
Immediate
to
—

American.

Underwear
All Kinds at

Cut Price.

Winter Overcoats

S. RICHARDS,
EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,
SOUTH

$i

PARIS, MAINE.

NOTICE.

In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Ilankruptcy.
William G. Akvitagk,
of Mexico, Banknipt. )
To the creditors of William Q. Armltage, In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid:
Notice Is hereby given that on the 21st day of
Feb., A. D. 19n8. tho said William G. Armltage
was fluly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the tlrst
meeting of his creditors will be held at the office
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
Paris, on the ltth day of Mar., A. D. 1908. at
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
appointa trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
South Parle, Feb. 2), 1908
WALTKR L.GRAY.
Referee In Bankruptcy

|

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
1
In the matter of
In Bankruptcy,
ELDEN EMERSON,
of Stow, Bankrupt. )
To the creditor· of Klden Emerson, in the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on tne 21st day of
February, A. D. 1908, the said Elden Emerson
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
meeting of his creditors will be held at the office
of the Referee, No. * Market Square, South Paris,
on the 11th day of Mar., A. D. 1!*>8, at 10 o'clock
In the forenoon, at which time the said creditors
may attend, prove their claims, appoint a
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
4uch other business as may properly come before said meeting.
South Paris, Feb. 22.1908.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee in Bankruptcy.

}
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A.

IHVBTLEI'F

For That

*

A.

F.

CO.

Cough

HARVARD

inUBTLEFF A CO.

Use

BALSAM.

COUGH

We have made and sold it
It will surely help you.
for the past iS years and it has given satisfaction in
almost every instance. We guarantee it to cure or
refund
Try it now. Don't let your
money.

cough hang

on

too

long.

to

$4

Less than

Regular Price.

F.

SHDBTLEFΡ A CO.

A.

25 cents to 50 cents Reduction.

INTERESTED ARE YOU?

Come and

If you buy

see us.

it will be the best investment you ever made.

now

WE HAVE A LARGE STOCK OF ALL KINDS OF

Winter Footwear,
including Wool Boots, £ocks, Leggins, Wool Slippers,
Wool Bals, Felt Shoes, All Kinds of Rubbers, in fact, we
in a
carry a full line of everything you would expect to lind

CLASS

FIRST
our

and

Saturday evenings,

prices

have extra

are

STORE,

SHOE

Our store is open

the lowest.

and

closes other

help Saturday evenings.

nights

at

Opera

We

House

Block, Norway, Maine,

Tolephono 11 S3>8.

NEED
Ρ Α Ν Τ 5 ?
We want to speak to men
who need a pair of new
pants—those who want the
"best thing" in trousers—
here they are.

The
vice.

SHITRTLEFF A CO.

Monday

6:15.

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,

are

nicely

steds'and Caesimeres.

South Paris, Maine.
A.

LAMB COATS

At Prices You Cannot Refuse to
Buy. Very Low.

Trousers that

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
F.

WORK COATS,

Fur Coats

At $3.50 to $4.50

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

PROVE HELPFUL.

Try

Johnson
They

a

pair

made of Cheviots,

large

A

At $3.00

Pant which
never

rip

cannot be

or

Wor-

assortment.

beat for

the buttons

come

ser-

off.

and be convinced.

At $2.50

Pianos
Large

®

Organs.

Stock of New Pianos and

Organs.

orange.
Yinol does not upset the stomach like
old-fashioned cod liver oil and emulsions; its strengthening and healing
Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
properties are remarkable, and both doc*
tors and patients are delighted with its
from $125 to
for New Year's present. Second hand
to
action.
Chairs and
Many wonderful cures right her· In Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $25, $35. Stools,
South Paris have been effected by its
Here is
of
for
Write
other musical merchandise.
use, and we ask all of our customers to
instruments.
trade in musical
try Yinol on our guarantee to return a
money every time it falls to make rlob,
cure
the
red blood, inorease
appetite,

pianos

buy

catalog

playerpianos.

good

stomach troubles, give strength and renewed vitality to the aged, run-down,
tired and debilitated, or cure chronic
colds, haoking coughs or bronchitis. F.
A. Shurtleff ά Co., Druggists, South
Paris, lain·.

a

overcome

A Metaphor With a History.
To "know a hawk from a herashaw"
Is a metaphor with a curious history.
It Is a comparison drawn from falcon
ry. "Herashaw" is a corruption of
bird
"heronshaw," or young heron,
which was a common prey of the falcons. To know a hawk from a hern
£haw Is therefore to be able to distinguish the falcou from Its prey. A furNOTICE.
ther colloquial corruption crept into
In the District Court of the United States for the
the [thrase, "to know a hawk from a
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
haudsaw," a form used by Hamlet in In the matter of
)
AMID JOSEPH,
[ In Bankruptcy,
one place.
Possibly the distinction be of Rumford Falls,
Bankrupt. )
was
hernshaw
a
and
hawk
tween a
To the creditors of Amid Joseph, In the
found not to lie strong enough for the County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice is hereby given that on the 21st day of
purposes of the proverb.—Manchester February, A. D. 1908, the said Amid Joseph
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
Guardian.
first meeting of his creditor* will be held at the
office of the Referee. No. 8 Market Square, South
Did.
Perhaps
Paris, on the 11th day of Mar., A. D. 1908, at
"Did your daughter inherit her tal- 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
»ald creditors may attend, prove their claims,
ent for drawing?"
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
"Well. I never thought of It before transact such other business a* may properly
before said meeting.
come
but It may be that she did. One of my
South Paris, Feb. 22, 1908.
brothers is a dentist."—Chicago RecWALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.
ord-Herald.

MAY

years ago old-fashion cod liver
oil had to be forced down a patient1·
couldn't take it, and
Invalids
throat.
But the doctors
children wouldn't.
prescribed it, and it had to be taken by
force. Yet it cured people where enough
could be taken into the system, for it
bas ever been the greatest of all tissue
builders and general reconstructore
known to medicine.
We are now anxious to have every one
know that Vinol is a new form of this
very old and valuable remedy, containing in a concentrated form all the medicinal elements of cod liver oil, actually
taken from fresh cods' livers, but by an
extractive and concentrating process it
is made without oil or grease, and it is
as delicious to the taste as a fresh

Norway,

by using proper glasses.

But In the far east the models have

remained much the same, and the ship

your

Thirty

)

Stores.

ships of Tyre.

unanim-

WHICH

( Proprietors of Two

Closing Out Their
Winter Clothing at
Greatly Reduced Prices.

25 Cents per Bottle.
IΜ ΡΟ ΚΤΛ NT

MAINE.

INDICATIONS OF

mariners.
As wind power came Into use the
waist grew higher and the poop deck
disappeared. Step by step from galley
to caravel, from caravel to frigate, the
British shipwrights Improved on the

THE OLD AND NEW WAY.

BOUE

Wheeler,

Are

HEREDITARY.

models have dated.
In the old Trye models the waist of
the ship was low, so the oars could
got good play on the surface of the
as
ocean, and the sterns were lofty, so
to give room for stowing cargoes and
to provide dry quarters for the upper

Underwear and Corsets.

Miss S. M.

South Paris,

They arc handed down from parent to
child, and if there Is a defect In a parent's
eyes It is more than likely to be found In
Red lids,
the eyes of the child also.
styes, or Itching, burning pains, are

em

Hosiery,

and

F. H. NOYES CO.

TROUBLES
ARE

were the models for
Greece and Home and later for Venice,
the Spaniards and the Portuguese.
Only the Englishman Improved on
shipbuilding, and from him all mod*

Underwear

Winter

EYE

Types of Ther.e .Vessels Still In Use In

-

Ladies', Hisses' and Children's

other

for Rheumatism in any form.
Sciatica, Muscular, Inflammatory and Articular Rheumatism all yield
readily to Uric-O.
It sells for 75c. and $1.00 the bottle or you can
obtain a trial bottle free by writing to The Smith
Drug Co., 26ft Smith BIdg., Syracuse, Ν. Y.
Uric-0 Is sold and personally recommended in
South Paris by F. A. Sburtleff Λ Co, South
8-9
Paris, Me.

navigated
Llnglaud.
Their ships

Ginghams

New Dress

a

Uric-0 Treatment is Adviaed.

uuipb of our cause. From the proba- duties for which they were designed and neubility» based on numbers and resources tralizes the acid within the blood.
his judgment may have been warped
Your physician will admit that this Is the only
he true
way to cure Rheumatism permanently, and
away uow and then by the feeling
expressed when, after Second Manas- should know that Urlc-0 is the one remedy that
and will do It successfully and permanently. Uric-0
sas, Shurpsburg. Fredericksburg
Is a liquid taken Internally, 3 times dally, and
Chancellorsville. he said. "No general

when the man was an Infant."

ity.—Latin

THE
National Bank,

S. Β. 11 S. PRINCE

W. J. Wlieeler,
Billing· Bloon,

•outh Pwl·.

Sampson Pant—the strongest pant made at
this price.
Just the pant lor every day wear.
They will keep you warm and dry.
The

J.

F. PLUMMER,

Furnisher,

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Telephone

Ι06·3.

$175.

THIRD ANNUAL. PORTLAND

Automobile and Motor Boat Show
Feb. 24 to 29.
TTTm

One Week.

Admission 35c.

AUDITORIUM.

S&e βϊΐοτΛ §ctnoctai

Misa Id* Sweetsir of Pown&l is with
relatives here.
Miss Sara I. Swett ia

SOUTH PABIS.

iu Massachusetts.

Mise Alice Fenley of West Paris is
visiting in town for a few days.

south i'akis post orrics.
a. κ. to 7:30 r. u.

Otlce Hour·: 7 »
USASU

Hilda and Marjorie Chandler
visiting their grandparents at Bethel.

Misses
are

TRUNK RAILWAY.

Commencing

visiting relatives

Mrs. Wealthy Clifford and George H.
Cliffoid are spending a few days in Portland.

Sept. -J, 1907,

SOUTH PARIS
dally; 9:50A. M.,
Going down(east)—5:36 a.
4
p.
:33
dally.
Sunday;
dally except
dally; 3.-Jbp. M.,
Going up wee»)—9:50 A.
dally except Sunday; 6:47 P. m., dally.
TRAMS LXAVE

A. W. Walker & Son will be ready for
the farmers to come for ice Tuesday
morning of this week.

church*».

Epworth League will meet next
Flr»t Congregational Church, Rev. A. T. Mc
I'reachlng service, 10 45 a. m.; Saturday evening at the home ofT. M.
torte
T. P. 3. C. Ε. 6ΛΗ Davis,
Minday School 11:45 a.
Highland Avenue.
Church
service 7 t*' p.
The

Evening
,·
at 7 M p. M.
prater meeting Wednesday evening
not otherwise connected, are cordially In·
s
vlted.
Mi'th'*"i»t Church, Rev. T.N. Kewley, Pastor.
ΐύno a. m.:
t>n Sunday, morning prayermeetlng
η

*ervlce 10:45

preaching

A.

n.;

Sabbath School

Advertised letter in South Paris post
I office Feb.
24, 1908:
I Mrs. Donald W. Stevens.

I

S. F.

I

Davis,

Postmaster.

V* m., fcpworth League Meeting 6 00 p. m.;I
Mrs. J. F. Stanley of Auburn is here
chue I
prayer meeting Wednesday evening 730;
at present with h«*r daughter, Mrs. C. W.
meeting FrMay venlng 7:30.
I
J.
Wallace
Rev.
Cbesbro,
Mr. Stanley was
Bowker, who is ill.
Baptist Church,
Pastor. On Sunday, preaching service 10:45 a. I here over Sunday.
I
P.
S.
β:15
p.
C.
*.
Y.
12
;
Ε..
School
Sabbath
m.
even-1 Charles E.
m
prayer meeting 7 mo p. M. ; Wednesday
Merrill, who has been
AU are I
Seats tree.
lng prayer service 7:3o.
teaching at Jefferson, has finished his
welcome.
Universalis! Church, Rev J. H. Little, l'astor. I term and returned and resumed his
{'reaching service every Sunday at 10:45 a. m I studies at Bates College.
Sur lav School at 12 M. Junior I'nlon at 3:301
Y. 1". C. I' at 7 P. M.
*.
A fresh addition to the sounds of inSTATKD HKKTlNOS.
dustry of the village is the steam whistle
I
Rerul&r which has gone into commission on the
F a A M.—Pari- Lodge, No. SW.
on or before full ιηοοη. I mill of J. A.
a e'lng Tuesday evening
Kenney, and which begins
1.F.—Mount Mica Lodge, regular meet-1 the
day at 6 o'clock in the morning.
week.—Aurora I
In.-s, Thursday evening of eacn
I
third
Monday evenings
Kn ampment, Urst and
If you wish to help a good cause and
of each mouth.
I> >>i R.—Mount Pleasant Kebekah Lodge, No. | get a good dinner for yourself call on
each I the Ladies of the Grand
So, meets second an<t fourth Fridays of
Army of the
monta In Odd Fellows' Hall.
town meeting day.
They serve
W. K. Kimball Poet, No. 148, meets I Republic
t,,. A. R
of each I dinner as usual in G. A. K. Hall at 25
flr-t and third Satunlay evenings
cents a plate.
m nth. In G. A. R. Hall.
Wm. K. Kimball Circle, Ladles of the G. Α. I
of I
The hydrants were tried again Sunday,
K., meets flrst *nd third Saturday evenings
e.n>-h month. In Grand Anni Hall.
and eight of them were found frozen.
s. of v.—.Joshua L. Chamberlain Camp meet» |
tir»t and third Tuesday evenings of each month. I Still we are not quite in the condition in
P. of fl.—Paris Grange. from May 1 to Oct. 1,1 which we are pictured by Hearst's yelilr-Ί and third Satunlay; during the I
πι ets
In I lows, with the whole water system frozremainder of the year, meets every Saturday,
en solid, and waiting for spring to thaw
tirange Hall.
U. O. U. C.—Second and fourth Mondays of I us out.
—

month.
V K. O.

ea h

P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 181,1
t**ecoud and fourth Weduesday evenings I

Richards,

veteran optician,
ir
recently received from the National
of ach month.
h. of P.—Hamlin Lodge, No. 31, meets every I American Association of Opticians the
Fr lay evening at Pythian Hall.
highest honor ever given in that profession on tests of optical work, and
Ε. N\ Haskell
spent Sunday with with degree conferred came a badge of
friends in Denmark.
honor.
Murray Bigelow is visiting friends in I If next Monday's town meeting does
few
Portland for a
days.
lot last until the shades of night are too
The Seneca Club will be entertained I lear, the Democrat will as usual wait its
ocal mail until the close of the meeting
by Mrs. Stanley this Monday evening.
io as to give a full report of it.
The
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Morton returned listant mail will
probably go on the
night.
Friday
their
trip
from
wedding
lsual trains, giving the story of town
Mrs. Walter Bonney has been visiting I neeting until the noon recess.
relatives at West Minot for a few days.
A men's supper will be given at the
The ladies' Kliuch club iuet with Mrs. blethodiet church Tuesday evening. The
Walter P. Maxim Wednesday afternoon, l· expert male cooks of the society will of
course prepare and serve the entire supMiss Lottie Giles is stenographer in Γ
jer, and there is no question that it will
the office of the Mason Manufacturing >e first-class.
Following the supper, an
Co.
entertainment will be given by Miss
There will be a rehearsal of Mt. Pleas- Ruth Buck of Portland, reader, and the
ant Kebekah degree team this Monday I jest of local talent.
Samuel

our

|

evening.

Miss Louise Sumner, who has been
« th
her aunt at Monmouth, is here
with relatives.

"The Foruiu" of Paris

nigh School

leld its second public meeting

ir-hunl hoiist> Thursday nvenintr. at

the
which

at

The Pari· Town Report

For the first time in many years, the
town of Paris is out of debt. Now there
has been in years past considerable discussion as to what the town debt was.
The statement that the town is out of
debt is based on the theory that the
size of the town debt is the amount of
its obligations to pay. As shown by
the town report just issued, there are
outstanding against the town some small
bills which no money has yet been raised to pay, but no town notes outstanding. Moreover, there is some over
18,000 in the treasury with which to
keep things running until the new
taxes begin to come in. Notes to the
amount of $4,450.00 have been paid
during the year.
This is perhaps in general the most
interesting feature of the town report.
The report is a somewhat bulky volume, 1
made so especially by the new law requiring ttie publication of delinquent
tax payers, together with a general inThere are j
crease in volume of business.
UK pages within the covers of the book,
and only one of them is blank.
The valuation is shown as $1,368,065,
and on this there was assessed a tax of
$31,397.45, the tax rate being .020S, and
poll tax $3 00.
No appropriations have been overdrawn, but there are outstanding snow
bills to the amount of $229 54, and town
officers' bills to the amount of $459.36,
most of the latter being due to the increase of the selectmen's pay by the last
legislature, together with the large collections of taxes during the year, with a
corresponding increase in the collector's
compensation. There will also be some
deficiency in the high school appropriation when the present term is finished,
but the amount is not precisely known.
An interesting item is the amount
paid for sheep and hens killed by dogs,
this reaching the enormous total of
$951.SO. This does not come out of the
town funds, but under the law the town
has been reimbursed by the state.
The radical laws passed by the last
legislature for the purpose of facilitating
the prompt collection of taxes seem to
have worked well in this town. At any
rate, according to the collector's statement a year ago, there was outstanding,
at that time in taxes due the sum of
$11,663.22, whereas this year the amount
due has been reduced to $2,655.92.
Only between 3 and 4 per cent of the
1907 tax is unpaid.
The statement of financial condition is
as follows, showing a net amount of I
resources over liabilities of $6,04S.19,
against $2,158.25 last year:

|

|

|

]

]

[

LIABILITIES.

Indebtedness tu school fund at G per

$3.627.50
cent,
Indebtedness to Bray fund at 5 per
cent,
Cushman cemetery
Indebtedness to
fund at .1 per cent,
Outstanding town officers' bills,

540.001

Outstanding

enow

bills.

RESOURCES.

Balance uncollected town tax. 11103,
Balance uncollected town tax, 1!»4,
Balance uncollects! town tax, lWk">,
Baltnce uncollected town tax, 190(1,
Balance uncollected town tax, 1907,
Cash In lands of Town Treasurer,

*U,;»*.59
here was a good attendance. The ques$6,(>4S in
Resources above Indebtedness,
ion for debate was·, "Resolved. That Notes
the
full
lu
ft,450 00
year,
during
paid
Mrs. Albert Deering of West
Vbraliam Liucoln was the greatest man
I
The recommendation* made by the
has been visitinii her sister. Mrs. Walter
u the world."
In the affirmative the
selectmen and school committee for thin
Bouuey, a few days.
lisputants were Stanley Shurtlelï, Mina
vear's appropriations make a total of
•reeley, and Huth Bolster; iu the negaMiss Carrie Ε Mathews is here from
about $800.00 less than was included in
the
with
Ivan
Ida
M.
and
few
;ive.
Cora
a
Field,
Wight,
days
Bririgton spending
of last year. As
kValdron. The question was decided in the recommendations
family of W. J. Wheeler.
have now finished paying for the
;ho negative by the home. A mandolin we
school building, which has added
Mrs. L. C. Morton has gone to West! md
piano duet by Mioses Kendrick and hisb 00 to the
assessment each year for
Paris to visit the family of her son, I kVhittuoi and a vocal solo
Charles $2000
by
seems to be no reason
Clarence U. Morton, for a few weeks.
\kers were part of the programme that live years, there
uow in sight why the tax rate should be
Miss Carrie Hall gave a Flinch party *as given.
any higher this year than last.
w
to a few friends inurauav eveumg.
Emery T. Record died Thursday mornfreshmente were served and a pleasant
The Loved Ones Far Away.
of
a
distance
north
little
ng at his home
time bad.
:he village on the Kim Hill road. Mr
(After being lost to sight for forty years or j
more, this wis brought to light again ami was
Another real live snow storm last Kecord, who was 79 years of age, has read at a
campllre recently held at Brownfleld.)
Wednesday, making two this winter. We îeen a resident of South Paris for many
1 am thinking of the lored one*
from
Bucktield.
here
but
other
at
coming
»ear*,
snow
times,
only
had
have
In the soldiers' distant etiup;
Where the days are sad and dreary.
The funeral was at the Methodist church
two snow storms without rain.
And
the nights are cold and damp.
Saturday afternoon, attended by Rev.
Quite a number attended the presenta- Mr. Kewley, the pastor of the church.
1 am sitting, as In davs gone by,
tion of the drama "Arizona" at N'orway Mr. Record became a member of this
In the well-remembere room;
Ami I breathe a sad and mournful sigh
Wednesday evening by local talent. It ;hurcb about eleven years ago, and has
Tor the loved ones far from home.
and
well
played
is reported exceedingly
linee been one of the most active and
A!as! Some of you gHllant band
staged. The leading lady's role was îarnest members, displaying a zeal and
Have laid them down to die;
played by Mrs. Scott N. Marston of this onsecration which furnish an example
Since I gave to you the u trtlng hand.
And bade a sad good-bye!
place.
A widow
For emulation by every one
But brave men have died before them ;
The 12th atid 13th of March are the »nd one son, Elliott E. Record, survive
Loving hearts grown still and cold;
dates set for the sale at the M. E. iim.
Let the "brave oil flag" wave o'er them,
church. Thursday afternoon and evenNo stars stricken from Its folds.
BOI.STKR DISTRICT.
ing and Friday afternoon free to all.
I cannot think of sleeping.
Entertainment
Friday evening. ProA.O. Wheeler and Mrs. H. M. WheelAlthough sleep my eyelids crave.
While the tearful clouds are weeping
5Γ attended the funeral of Emery Record
gramme given later.
"O'er the unreturnlng brave."
The ShurtlefT primary school closed Saturday.
Tried and faithful frleuds, God bless you,
:
half
day
Feb. 14. Those present every
Mrs. W. II. Swett was called to FreeWherever you mav roam;
Annette Austin,
Though no moth -r's hand caress you
Uu*uve Potter.
port last week on account of the illness
While you're far away from home.
Winifred Patterson
jf her aunt, Mrs. Isabella Blethen.
Bessie Campbell absent one-half 'lav· Oramel
The right Mavflowprs are blooming
Pratt absent one lay. Gustave Porter has been
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Witham and little
Where once we used to stray
terms.
four
for
half
«lay
present every
are
They are blooming for the loved ones,
Ν.
B..
of
Alice
Westfield,
laughter
Κ. E. Shckilkh·, Teachcr.
For the loved ones far away.
intend making
it F. R. William's.
They
A district meeting was held with their home here for the
1 am thlnklngof the schoolmate,
present.
With whom I used to rotm,
Aurora Encampment, I. O. O. P., last
Who Is sleeping In a soldier's grave,
Mrs. S. W. Chapman of KennebunkMonday evening, the other encampment
Far, far away from home.
in the district being Wildey of Norway. port. who has been spending the winThe old schoolhouse Is standing yet,
the
at Α. Β Talbot's, went to the village
worked
ter
Wildey Encampment
And the old familiar seat;
Patriarchal degree, and Aurora Encamp- Saturday to pass a few days with her
And his loyal heart I'll ne'er forget;
Supper laughter, Mrs. Florence Chapmau.
ment the Golden Kule degree.
Though no more on earth we meet.
The
was served in Grand Army Hall.
Kond parents' hearts are grieving
Resolutions.
And a widow's heart doth yearn;
Grand High Priest, C. F. Allen of Bar

Il
Minot I

Uarbor,

One by one our comrades are going
>n to join the Great Grand Array beyond
The advance sale of tickets for the
the "silent river," and another from our
"Country Minister," which opened last Post has
obeyed the call of the Supreme
Friday evening, has been very large. Commander and
passed from our eight
There are, however, a lot of good seats
to greet the dear ones waiting above.
left at present, but it is advisable for
In recognition of his services to our
those intending to attend to obtain their
as a soldier of the war of the
tickets as soon as possible. The special- country
rebellion we here offer a tribute to his
ties for Thursday evening will be given
memory; therefore.
by Fred Hall and Master Ralph Andrews
Resolved, That in the death of Comand Miss Marie Newton; those of Friday
rade Asaph II. Witham, W K. Kimball
evening will be equally as good.
has lost a loved and
Post, G. A. R
IIis patriotism in
Friends here have received announce- honored member.
ments of the marriage at her home in time of war was characteristic of a good
Lovell on Wednesday of Miss Albertha soldier, in peace, that of a good citizen.
G. Andrews and Mr. Frederic A. Holt of He was a mm of many good qualities,
Miss Andrews has and his kindly heart and genial manner
Somerville, Mass.
spent much time here during the past made for him many friends wherever be
few years, and is a graduate of Paris was known, who will ever cherish his
High School in the class of 190ό. She memory.
has recently been teaching in Lovell.
Resolved, That this Post extends to the
Mr. Holt has a responsible position with bereaved family its sincere sympathy.
the telephone company in Boston. They
Resolved, That these resolutions be
will reside in Somerville.
placed on our records, and a copy of
them sent to the Oxford Democrat for
Are you going? Where? To the Oriental Hakurankwai which will be held in publication.
>
Hk.nkt Maxim,
New Hall Wednesday and Thursday of
Committee.
Grin fill St i'AIT,
this week, Feb. 2*5 and 27. The sale
J
Charles Young, )
opens at 2 o'clock Wednesday and continues through Wednesday afternoon and
Holt-Andrews.
evening and Thursday afternoon until
As surprising an event as has occurred
4 o'clock when the hall will be cleared
to make preparations for the drama in for some time was that of the marriage
the evening. The contest on the doll of Miss Albertba G. Andrews of Lovell,
at 2:30
an I quilt will close at noon Wednesday. this last week, which took place
No supper but lunches can be purchased p. m. on Wednesday, Feb. 19th, at the
and
Mr.
in the ball. Good music will be furnish- home of the bride's parents,
ed through the fair and everybody is Mrs. Orson Ε Andrews of Lovell village.
The groom was Mr. Frederic A. Holt of
welcome.
Somerville, Mass. The bride is well
a
thumb
hie
hurt
Porter
badly
G. H
known, and was a graduate of the South
a
rewas
He
since.
loading
few days
Paris High School, '05. Mr. Holt was
the
car
and
with
car
apples,
frigerator
graduated from the Lawrence High
door worked badly. Two men were School several
years ago and is at preson it to shut it, and Mr. Porter,
pushing
ent a manager of the >ί. Ε. T. ά T. Co.
who bad been working to clear away in one of their
large Boston exchanges.
some ice at the bottom of the door, stood The double
ring service was used, Rev.
with his left hand np against the car in F. H. Reeves officiating. Under the veil
such a position that when the door came of a heavy storm, the newly married
together it canght the tip of bis thumb. couple happily escaped without notice.
The tiesh was badly laid open, and it is
House Burned at Rumford Falls.
by no means certain that the tip of the
thumb may not bave to come off, but it
A house at the corner of Pine Street
has been sewed on, and it is hoped that and Maine Avenue at Rumford Falls,
it can be healed into a whole thumb.
owned by Mre. Martha Therriault and
by the family of George Manoccupied
took
train
A special
Tuesday evening
was
destroyed by tire Mouday
123 members of Mt. Pleasant Kebekab son,
the 17th. The barn was saved
morning,
Mt.
and
this
of
Lodge
Hope
Lodge
place
the chemical engine, but nothing was
of Norway to West Paris to visit Onward by
saved from the house. The family were
Lodge at that place. The train left here in bed when the tire was discovered, and
about half past six, and the visitors were
had to make their escape in their night
met at the station at West Paris by a ;
clothes.
drum corps and escorted to the ball,
where supper was at once served. Later
For the third successive time in as
there was work at the session of the lodge,
many years, the state of Maine is to be
and a social session with some speech favored with an automobile and a motor
making, and ice cream and cake were boat show, which will as in the past,
served. The special train returned a lit- be held in the Auditorium, Portland's
All the visitors
tle after midnight.
only big show hall.
speak in warm terms of the good time
Arrangements have been made for
tbey had, and the hospitality of the reduced rates on the various railroads
West Paris people.
entering Portland and this means that
A great success in all respects was the the city will for the week of Feb. 27th be
observance of ladies' night by Hamlin the Mecca for automobile and motor
every section of the
Lodge, K. of P., last Tuesday evening. boat admirers from of
admisssion has
price
Knights and their ladies and invited state. The
this year at 35 cents, and, as
guests to the nnmber of about two hun- been placed
will
represent a total outdred assembled for the function. Supper as the exhibit
one can apprewas served by the Good Cheer Society at lay exceeding $175,000,
Good Cheer Hall at the usual supper ciate that the visitor will tind ample rethen adjourned to payment for the expenditure on his part.
hour. The
was

party

Pythian Hall, where a programme was
presentecl by entertainers from Portland,

including Miss McGregor, pianist. Miss
Kath Buch, reader, and Misses Helen
and Leah MeBrady. Miss Buck is a tine
reader, and the Misse· MeBrady, juveniles, in songs and dance·, captivated
everybody. The whole evening waa de-

lightful.

Brothers, sisters mourn the loved
Who will never more return.

present.

one

And, perhaps, the gallant soldiers
Near the ocean's waving foam,
Are thinking of the loved ones,
Of the dear

ones

left

at

home.

Ye gallant band press nobly on,
As they did In the days of yore,
On the crimsoned Held of Lexlugton,
Ann again tu uaiuiuore.
ΛηΊ your hearts grow cold In death,
Th »»e heart* unknown to (ear;
Your name» until ray latest breath,
Shall to my heart be dear.
tcire of joy and gladness,
We'll greet them as they come;

With

And tears will flow for loved

ones

Who sleep far awav from home.
Portek, Maine, April 19th, 1$62.

Llkwkllyn A.ndkkw Wadswokth.
Miss Makv Towi.k, 1'ortek, Uai.sk.

Analysis

of

Norway

Lake

Water.

Four times during each year the water
used for domestic purposes has to be
analysed at the State Laboratory of
Hygiene. The following letter explains
itself regarding the condition of water
taken from Norway Lake:
Augusta, Me., Jan. 27, IMS.
Mr. S D. Andrews, Norway, Me.
Dear Sir:—I enclose the results of the
sample of water from your public supply sent to roe on the 20th inst. The
analysis shows the water to be in almost
exactly the same condition as when examined in the fall, there being only a
slight decrease in the dissolved organic
material in this sample. It is a good
and Rafe water to uso for drinking, or
for any dom estic purpose.
Very truly yours,
EL D. Evans, Director.
East Hiram Man Kills Himself.
Herbert Stuart of East Hiram shot
himself Thursday with a large caliber
ride, blowing off nearly all the top of
his head. Death followed very quickly.
He had been in the beef business and
He is surmet with business reverses.
vived by his mother and two brothers,
Charles and Krank. He was about 30
years old.

NEIGHBORHOOD FAVORITE.

Mrs. E. D. Charles of Harbor, Maine,
speaking of Electric Bitters, says: "It
is a neighborhood favorite here with
us." It deserves to be a favorite everywhere. It gives quick relief in dyspepsia, liver complaint, kidney derangement, malnutrition, nervousness, weakIts action on
ness and general debility.
the blood, as a thorough purifier makes
it especially useful as a spring medicine.
This grand alterative tonic is sold under guarantee at F. A. Shurtleff ά Co.'s
drug store. 50c.
At last a part of the wrongs of the red
The Maine Indians
are righted.
who have been cheating Massachusetts
by collecting bounties for seals which
they had not killed, were let off with
light sentences, the judge declaring that
he thought they were entitled to consideration because of the wrongs done
their ancestors by the whites.
men

SUFFERING AND DOLLARS SAVED.
E. S. Loper of Manila, Ν. Y., says:
"I am a carpenter and have had many

cuts healed by Buckien's Arnica
It has saved me suffering and
dollars. It is by far the beet healing
salve I have ever found." Heals burns,
■ore·, ulcers, fever sores, eczema and
The York and Pepperell companies at piles. 25c at F. A. Shurtleff A Co.,
Biddeford and
Saco, employing 6000 Druggists.
hands, which have been on short time,
are now running full tline.
The little daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Medwin Fernald of Troy, who was
Mrs. A. M. Whitman has some rooms fatally burned by her clothes taking fire
to let in the Stowell house on the corner Saturday, Feb. 15, died the following
of Church and Pleasant Street·.
tdaj.
severe

Salve.

The Important Ieeue.

W. C. T. U. Column.

past decade sentiment bas been growing:
the line of taxation reform, ana
in the last two or three campaigns extensive discussion has been heard in regard to the valuation of timberlande,
taxation of railroad property, and tax-

THE BAB-ROOM.

Taxation is the most important isiae
before the people of Maine. For the

Λ bar to manliness and wealth,
A door to want and broken health.
A bsr to honor, pride and fame,
A door to sorrow, eln and ah&me.

ation of deposits in banks and trust companies. All this culminated in the resolve passed by the last session of the
Legislature empowering the governor to
appoint a non-partisan commission to
"inquire into the present system" of
taxai iou, and "if possible to provide for
a more equal, just and equitable system
of taxation on all kinds of property in
this etate" and to report to the public

A bar to hope, a bar to prayer,
A door to darkness and despair.
A bar to honored, ueefal life,
A door to brawling, senseless strife.
A bar to all that's true and brave,
A door to every drunkard's grave.

A bar to joy· that home Imparts,
A door to tears and broken hearts.
A bar to Heaven, a door to bell—
Whoever named It, named It well.

So important was the work of
this commission considered to be that a
was
made for an extra session
provision
thereon.

of the legislature, if necessary, to consider the report; and while such extra
session has not been called, it is generally understood that the deliberations and
researches of the commission will take
definite form at the next eession of the
Legislature. No one can foretell the far
reaching results of this awakened public
sentiment on the subject of taxation.
Politicians in neither party should be
allowed to obscure the real issue in this
matter, and the people of Maine must
exercise diligent care lest inefficient
legislation be euacted thus defeating the
real necessities of the situation. Many
a good reform has been "whitewashed" at
Augusta by enacting laws which failed
to reach the kernel of the matter; and
many a wholesome law has been "sidetracked" by the machinations of those
men who were working for the so-called
"special interests1' at which the legislation was aimed.
Taxation reform ought not to be
brought about by attacking one class of
property unreasonably and leaving
others in the same old situation. Wild
lands and railroads have been considered
more or lees by the press, but it remains
to be seen whether or not Maine has adjusted the taxation of those two properties on a right basis. Other classes of
property exhibit abuses just as flagrant
as these, and in due time, no doubt, the
people will discover them and make
corrections. We shall do well to study
the record of taxation roforms in New
York, Chicago. Pennsylvania, and the
western states, for surely any system of
taxation which allows the gross viola- !
tions of right and justice that exist in
every town in Maine, is unsatisfactory
md even disgraceful. When the methods of the president shall have disposed
rjf the "trust question" may similar wisdom and courage be directed to the
problems of taxation.

THE

CENTURY

TWENTIETH

LIMITED.

moving

conveyance in the
twentieth century is the one that is run
by water. It turns every wheel on the
track aud every wheel in the mill and
factory, draws its power from the brook
The swiftest

"Consomption bad me in it* grasp;
and I had almost reached the jumping
Second Congregational Church, Rev. Κ 8. off place when I was advised to try Dr.
Rtdeout, Pastor. Preaching sen-Ice Sunday, King's New Discovery; and I want to
1ϋ:3(ΐ A. M.; Sabbath School, 12 Λ0 M.; T. P. 8.
it saved my life. ImC. K., Sunday Evening, β :30 P. M.; Social Meet- say right now,
the first bottl··,
ing, 7:00 P. M. ; regular weekly Prayer Meeting, provement began with
and after taking one dozen bottles I was
Tuesday evening.
Davis, a well and
Unlvcrsaltst Church, Rev. 8. fl.
happy man again," savs
Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday at 10:30
As
▲. M. Sabbath School, 12:00; T. P.C. U. meet- George Moore of Grimeeland, N. C.
P.
7.00
M.
a remedy for coughs and colds and healing,
Pastor.
CHURCHES.

Λ bar to Heaven, a iloor to hell—
Whoever name·! It, named It well.

along

among the hills.
Neal Dow pullod the throttle fifty-six
years ago, and the state of Maine was
the first aod only passenger. The liquor
power of the nation has exhausted every
device of the under world to wreck that
train, but it has remained on the track in
spite of every effort to throw the switch,
bribe the conductor, drug the engineer
or kidnap the despatcher, with the little
state of Maine in the forward parlor car,
and
the cleanest, most enlightened

prosperous 000,000 people under the
American flag. It has the most competent men in public life; it has the highest average of intelligence and character
to numbers at the national capital; it
has the largest number of depositors; it
has the most money in the bank. It has
the largest population in the public
schools; it has the largest number of
homeowners, and the fewest drunkards
and deaths from drink.
Inspired by her example, cities and
towns, counties and states are making a
rush for the water-wagon train. Georgia, Alabama and Oklahoma are the
newest passengers among the states of
the South; Ilaverhill, Lynn and Worcester among the citiee of the North; and
standing in line at the ballot office is the
church of Christ in every state, reinforced by the brotherhoods, knights,
unions and federations, waiting to climb
aboard.
The new grand terminal station at the
national capital has been completed just
in time. Washington will be the next
stop!—From Address by Clinton X. Howard, Rochester, Ν. Y., December 15.

Methodist Church, Rev. C A. Brooks,
Preaching service, 10:80 A. M.; Sabbath School,
12:00 M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7.Ό0 P.M.,
prayer meeting, Tuesday evening; class meeting
Epworth League, Sunday
Friday evening.
evening, β Λ0 P.M.
Baptist Church, Rev. E. 8. Cotton, Pastor.
Preaching service. 10:80 A. M.; Sabbith School,
12:00 M.; Prayer Meeting, Sunday evening 7 P.
M., Wednesday evening, 7:30.
8TATKU MKKTINGS.
F. & A. M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge,
No. 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on or
before full moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,
No. 29, assembles Wednesday Eveulng, on or
before full moon. Oxford Council, R. À S. M.,
Friday evenlnsr, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after
full moon.
I. O. O. F.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meeting
In Odd Fellows' Hall, every Tuesday Evening.
Wlldey Encampment, No. 21, meets In 0<ld
Fellows'Had, second and fourth Friday Evenings of each month. Mt. Hope Robekah Lodge,
No. 6S, meets on first and third Friday of each
month.
K.of P.—Reeular meeting In Hathaway Block
every Thursday Evening. U. R., A. O. Noyes
Division, No. 12, meets third Friday of each
month. Lake Assembly, No. 33, P. S., second
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
P. of H.—Norway Orange meets second and
fourth Saturdays of each month at Orange Hal).
O. A. R.—Harry Rust Post, No. 54, meets In
New G. A. R. Hall on the first Tuesday Evening
of each month.
W. R. C.—Meets In New G. A. R. Hall, Mon-

day evening.

N. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets In
New O. A.R. Hall, on the first and third Wedof eac.i month.
nesday evenings
O. U. A. M.—Norway and South Paris Council,
No. 10, meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday

evening.

U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meets
second and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
month.
U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247,
meets second and fourth Thursday evenings of
each month
K. G. E.—Oxford Castle, No. 2, meets In Rycrson hall, every Thursday evening, September to
May, first and third Thursday evenings, May to

er

of

weak,

sore

lungs

and for

prevent-

ing pneumonia New Discovery is

su-

MUSUNSandGINGHAMS
;

Now is the time you should be getting ready your summer apparel.
large lots of the latest and prettiest goods obtain-

preme. 50c and 91.00 at P. A. Shurtleff We have received several
A Co., Druggiete. Trial bottle free.

able and when you see them, we know you will say that they cannot be
surpassed elsewhere. An early choice means the prettiest patterns for you.

Born.

Id South Parle, Feb. 22, to the wife of Robert
Maxim, a «laughter.
In South Parle, Feb. 14, to the wife of Robert
SOIESITTE, permanent silk finish, white, two shades of f,ray, brown, light and
Tuft*, a daughter.
29c
dark blue, and champagne,
Id Paris, Feb. IS, to the wife of James W.
Glbbs, aeon (William Morrill Ulbbe).
neat
and
blue
to
very
Feb.
champagne,
MERCERIZED
TINTED
CHECKS, white, light
Id I.ewleton, at C. M.G. Hospital,
14,
the wife of Samuel P. Hill of South Paris, a
25c
and pretty,
(laughter.
Id Mexico, Feb., to the wife of Jamea MoGee,
see
25c
don't
fail
to
different
of
the
in
this,
shades,
SHIMMER SILK,
fancy plaids
a daughter.
In North Bethel, Jan. 20, to the wife of Blon
PERSIAN ORGANDIE, invisible plaids in solid colors, black, blue, pink, white
Swan, a son.
J η Stow, Feb. 10,to the wife of Perley Chand18c
and champagne,
ler, a daughter.
In Fryeburg Center, Feb. 0, to the wife of SILK
black, light and dark blue, a very pretty goods for dresses
PONGEE,
white,
Elmer Baker, a daughter (Helen).
50c
or shirt waists
In Norway, Feb. 17, to the wife of Arthur Lit·
tleflel'l, a (laughter.
In Norway, Feb. 14, to the wife of Alix Gagne, BONFLEUR PLAID and DIANA ORGANDIES, CREPE DE CHINE, CALWAY
a eon.

In

tello,

Hebron, Feb., to the wife of Herbert Cana

daughter.

CHECK, DIMITY, OMBRE, STRIPE and PARISIENNE, ORGANDIES,
light and dark ground with figures, stripes, checks, plaids and plain colors,

12 l-2c

Married.

GINGHAMS, all shades and colors, plain, checked, and striped,

M. Howe of Dlxfleld.
In Kumford Falle, Feb. 11, Mr. Peter Hansen
»nd Mies Christina YcDsen, both of Rumfonl
Falls.
In Norway, Feb. 15, by Rev. E. S. Cotton, Mr.
Walter Cameron Smith and Miss Vesta Viola
Frost, both of Norway.

You should

see

8 and 10c

good

in order to know what

goods

these

15 and 25c

values

we

have in them.

nun

September.

λλη·

^lerbert

Bankrupt's

ODD LOT 5ALE
CARPET ROOM DEPARTMENT
A Large Lot of Mattings
3

yards

to 15

the dollar.

on

yards

Linoleums
wide

in

price.

at 2-3

piece

a

lengths,

A lot of short

at 50 cents

yards, 8-4

3 to 15

Wool Carpets

A number of small rolls, 5 to 15
cost and less.

Lace Curtains
Odd lots of Lace Curtains,
pairs of a kind at 1-3 off the

yards,

at

to three

one

regular price.

CALL AND SEE THEM.

N. Dayton Bolster &, Co.,
SQUARE,

8S MARKET

ΜΑΤ1ΝΓ3Ι1.

PAR.I&.

IOUTH

Heaters!

Sleigh

Now is the time you need !o use a Sleigh Heater. I am
selling them for $1.25, $1.50. $1.75 and $*.50. The
coal for 75c. a hox of 1 dozen cakes, divided in thrds.

Try one

and you will be well

pleased

with it.

JAMES N. FAVOR, &°s%«UCKEB
Ol Main St.·

TV'orwny,

Malno.

Your attention is directed to our
semi-annual Sale of Men's Suits. We
are determined to close out all of our
Winter Suits. We advise you to
early before the best is gone.
Many

(Copyright

shades

pick
qualities

cashmeres

and

from.

for

Business

for

)ou

$10
V

Suits

in

$12

to

FA

·0ν

plain

gray, stripes and

fancy
plaids. Regular

and

■

grades

1 A

for

come

Sn:ippy up-to-date

in

Suits

Winter

Men's
worsteds

1U[L.

"JSTlSiffiWioKZO

Maine,

Norway,

Mark Down Sale of Men's Suits

NORMAN

ι

12 1-2 and 15c

In Lovell, Feb. 19, Mr. Frederic Λ. Holt of ZEPHYRS or SCOTCH GINGHAMS in plain, striped and plaids,
Somervllle, Maes and Miss ΛI bertha G. An....
ilrewe of Lovell.
APRON GINGHAMS in navy and brown checks,
In Dlxfleld, Feb. 19, by Rev. E. W. Webber,
Mr. George C. Gray of Portland and Mies Abide

In South Parle, Feb. 20, Emery T. Record,
Lots of snow and plenty of business. îge I 79 years.
In l'art", Feb. 15, Eilwln Long, aged
yean.
Town meeting and town business are
In Grafton, Kcl). U, Mrs. Allodia W. Farrar,
tho topics of the day. Good roads, new
widow of itufus Farrar, a<rc<l »i years.
town house and other matters attract
In Hartford, Feb. Hi. Mr->. Nai.ey, wldew of
much of the citizens' attention.
Cyrus T. Bonney, aged 82 years.
In Fryeburg Center, -Ian. 28, Charles Wiley,
Arizona was presented by local talent,
iged S3 year".
under the direction of Mr. Chester E.
In Greenwood, Feb., Thomas Gllnes.
In Norwar, Feb. 13, George E. Horr, aged «7
Oelrich, at the Opera House Wednesday
The house was crowded. jreare.
evening.
In Andovcr, Feb. 20, Mre. Helen Gregg
Nearly every seat waa sold before the In Canton, Feb. 13, Otto, eon of Mr. and Mrs.
doors were opened. The play was most 11. E. York, aged 2 years.
In Kan Hlrarp, Feb. 20, Herbert Stuart, aged
acceptably presented. The players were ibout
:io years.
repeatedly cheered and the audience was In Kumford Falls, Feb. H, Fldele P. Poirier.
enwith
the
Mi
In
xlco, Feb. 18, Mrs George A. Steven*,
ovening's
greatly pleased
tertainment. The proceeds, in part, go iged P.9 yearn.
In Mexico, Feb. 20, Mrs. James McUec, aged
Mr. Oelrich !3
to the Univerealist church.
years.
STUMBLING BLOCKS.
announced that he would present from
Drunkenness is a Joke.—Wo don't time to lime, during his stay in Norway,
ritOHATE NOTICE*.
While this discussion and investiga-1 treat it seriously. If a man is poisoned entertainments by local talent from Nor- Γο
all persons Interested In either of the Relate
tion is going on all around us, what is with arsenic or carbolic acid, that is a way and South Parie. Mr. Oelrich is to
hereinafter named
Run for the doctor! be congratulated upon his marked sucAt a Probate Court, held at Paris, In and
being said and done about taxation in serious mattor.
or the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
Do something! cess.
the town of Paris? Are we improving or ; Get the ambulance!
In the year of our Lord one thousand
Horace W. Oxnard is the Norway February,
But if he is poisoned with alcohol that
The following matter
retrograding? Let us see.
>ine hundred an<i eight.
for
road
comhave
sell
candidate
man
Trade's
to
of
a
Board
five
ten
licensed
been
last
or
our
town
1. The
years
laving
presented for the action thereupon
lerelnafter Indicated, It Is hereby Ordkkkij:
of
three'
term
for
a
valuaHow
for
matter.
that
is
another
missioner
of
a
been
Norway
him, O,
great prosperity;
period
That notice thereof be given to all persons in
the country have fnnny! See old man Jones reel down years, salary to be five hundred dollars (
tions throughout
crcste4, by causing a copy of tills order to be
the
has
committee
The
of
Maine
state
annum.
the
;
street!
lubllehed
the
three weeks eucccselvely In the Oxhaving
per
greatly increased;
'ord
a newspaper published at .South
prospered with the rest of the country, How many newspapers out of a hun- matter in charge, the selection of a can- 'aris,Democrat,
In said County, tnat they may appear at a
ind valuations of woodland, manufactur- dred ever treat intemperance in any didate for that office, have nominated ?robatc Court to be held at said Paris, on
ing plants, farms, and general com mod- other than a jocular way? How often Mr. Oxnard. It is not known that the ι< he third Tuesday of March. A. I). 1908, at 9
the clock In the forenoon, and lie heard there
ties have increased marvelously. The public speaker·, and even the minister, Norway Board of Trade considered the if
in if they see cause.
report of the state assessors shows a make iight of drunkenness. This is one other town officers.
lier
l.ola Smith wan at home from
The maudlin
CHARLOTTE K. FISHER, late of Oxford, de[narked increase in valuation throughout: of the stumbling-blocks.
eased; will and petition for probate thereof
the state. Does the town of Paris show song of a drunkon student is no funnier Gardiner school Sunday.
the exccu(resented
Sarah
Mr. and Mrs. Jas. N. Favor were at rlx thereinbynamed. W. Wellington,
its proportionate increase? No. Then, than the facial contortions of a drownwhere they attended the
Paris
our
Orono
man.
it
because
Is
not?
Monday
ing
why
AUGUSTUS N. FRENCH, late of Norway, deWe don't laugh at a fire; why should wedding of Mrs. Favor's brother, Andrew
issessors have failed to do their sworn j
eased; will ami petition for probate thereof prcof Orono.
nulhave
failed
in
We
to
hell
fire
a man?
citizens
we
at
our
J.
or
becauec
Preecott,
May
Hayes,
j
laugh
entcd
luty,
by Nellie E. French, tiic executrix there
Lewie P. Bartlott, of the firm of B. F.
η named.
matler proper attention? lify our temperance teaching by laughto give the
We use Spinney & Co., was in town this week
Fou answer it. And when considering ing at the wrecks of alcohol.
Κ
if
*
1J
«11
J. LYMAN RIPLEY, late of Andovcr, de
the drunken mau as illustrations for our looking after the Norway eud of the
leased; will and petition for probate thereof pre·
it i» really true that the board of state humorous speeches, and on the funny business. It is reported that business ■ented by Charles L. Ripley, the cxecut r thereiB.sessors did in fact recently criticise pages of our religious papers.
Why not will continue to be rushing for a long η named.
For my part I consider take poison ivy or nightshade as decora- time. Little slack is looked for this
jur valuation.
iinton, deJOHN C. DEARBORN, late of
that no one assessor, or board of assess- tions into our parlors?
year by the firm.
leased; will and petition for probate thereof pre
meetîal
town
evecu'oi
th rethe
ann
;
for
for
K.
warrant
icnted
The
is
Paris
town
of
Coolld^u,the
in
the
resposible
es,
by Henry
StumbmnoOfficials
Drinking
is out and with the usual articles the η named.
sur manifestly careless valuation, but I
of Leland ing
Blocks.—
President
Jordan,
citizens will be called upon to act upon
blame rather the citizens who have
CHRISTINA RECORD, late of Oxford, de
Stanford University, recontly said : "The the
allowed the condition to arise. Paris
.eased; will for probate,al«o petition for the
following:
is coming when politics will be the
lime
ippolntinent of George lla/.en at a tmlnlstrator
bas certainly prospered well enough to ,
Tu see If the town will vote to choose α road
vltb the will annexed, presented by said George
open to the intemperate
bave her valuation compare favorably in only profession
commissioner for a period of three years.
lazen.
mau.
Railroads, steamships, aud busiTo see If the town will vote
yea" or "no"
its increase to the rest of the"fitate.
ness men won't have him."
the adaption of (lie provisions of Capter 112
upon
ELIZA H. MOORE, lato of Pari»·, deceased;
heard
we
2. In recent years have
Maine for 1H07, relating to the
|
vld. codicil and petition for probate thereof pre
Slowly but surely the "boozy" official of Publie. I.aw*ofofmoney
necessary to entitle the united
anything about the "general valuation'1 is being weeded out, along with the appropriation
by .lames S. Wrluht, the executor therein
town to state uld for highways for the year
lamed.
which the law provides shall be mado
drinking athlete, railroad man, naval aod 1908.
once in ten years? Formerly we were
sec If the town will vote to ereet a building
JAMES KERNIRR, late of Upton, deceased;
military cadet, bank clerk, and skilled forTotown
accustomed to it, but of late it seems to j
purposes to accommodate the overflow
>r tttlon for an allowance out of persi nal eetat»·
One candidate for the presi- from fchoo
ι», also room# for an armory, assène
.resented by Mertle M. Itcrnler, widow.
have gone out of fashion. Was there1 mechanic.
hall, to be used
dency has been eliminated by a cocktail. ors' ofllee, public library, and for
ever a time when such general valuation j
the schools,
Another has takeu pains to publish his for a drill hall, gymnasium
LI LA M. CALDWELL, late of Canton, deiind readjustment were needed more
town meeting* and other town purpose».
based ; petition for an allowance out of personal,
a few years
Only
principles.
suitable lot
temperance
will
ttie
town
see
If
To
purchaee
state presented by Bert E. Caldwell, widower.
than now? Then let's attend to it.
was
ereca
the
the principal duty of candidate
for such building and vote money for
3. None of us have forgotten that our ago
tion of said building.
to pass around the driuks.
HORACE N. BOLSTER, late of Paris, deTo see if the town will purchase a lot and
country was founded upon a declaration
•eased ; llrst account presented for allowance by
of
the
salutation
The notorious
gov- hull·! a new school house.
the
and
for fair and equal taxation,
lames ». Wright, administrator.
ernor of North Carolina to the governor
To see If the town will authorize the school
spirit of that declaration ought not to be of South Carolina, "It's a long time be- authorities to sell the school house in the Sodoir. WILLIAM HAZPLTINE, late of Denmark,
this
of
result
a
As
allowed to slumber.
leceaee ; sfcond account presented for al:owdistrict
tween drinks," received another hard
To see If the town will purchase a steam roller
inee by Isaac H. lîerry, administrator.
desire for fair and equitable taxation
The
Jamestown
the
at
roads.
for the
Exposition.
which existed among our forefathers, jar
LYDIA A. WOODBURY, otherwise called
To see If the town will vote to build an Iron
of Connecticut introduced the
LYD1A A. A. WOODBURY, late of Pari·, denear Murdoch's machine shop on Greenthe Constitution of Maine was made to governor
While they h Idgc
two Carolina governors.
ceased
; llr-t account pri scntcd for a'lowancc bv
leaf Avenue.
and
real
declare:—"All taxes upon
lames S. Wright, admlnlst-ator with the will
were
ehaking hands, Governor Wood*
·
shall bo ap-1
inncxed.
attended
wife
and
L.
personal estate ·
Chas.
Hathaway
ruff, of Connecticut, remarked, "We are
portioned and assessed equally, accord- j waiting to hear the characteristic South- '•ladies' night," Kora Temple, at Lewie- JOHN II. SHAW, lite of Fryeburg, deceased;
for allowance by George
ing to the just value thereof." How ern invitation repeated."
Governor ton, Friday evening, and on Saturday llrst account presented
executor.
does our valuation and assessment stand
afternoon the banquet of the Sons of the IV. Pluuimer,
"Your
of
South
Carolina, replied,
in the light of that constitutional decla- ! Ansel,
A DDI Ε Ε. MOORE ET AL,of Oxford, wards;
Riverton.
as I am a prohibition gov- American Revolution at
for allowance by Aug
ration? Is our method of taxation any- j Excellency,
A. Rich for some days has llrst account presented
cannot conernor and a teetotaler, I
D. Thajer, guardian.
thing more than a slip-shod compliance sistently give it." And Governor Glenn, been on the danger list with pneumonia,
CHARLES H. MUZZY, late of Canton, de
with the forms of the law? Is it right
of North Carolina, added, "And being a but is'now greatly improved.
:eased ; petition for the appointment of Dennis
that one man shall pay tax on his full
Tire Norway Federation of Women's I. Rytlier or some other suitable person as adsuffer
must
I,
too,
myself,
prohibitionist
valuation, while his neighbor shall pay tne remain ο remain a manor υι His- Clubs, gentlemen's night, was held at ministrator presented by Nellie L. Muzzy,
it I
on only three-fourths or less? Is
The widow.
Hall Thursday evening.
tory." What a splendid fact to quote Concert
deceased;
equitable that the little home shall be that there are iifty total-abstinence attendance was large. The supper serv- SARAH J FOYlt, late of ofCanton,
John IV .Hwasey
affair. petition for the appointment
taxed, while the real estate records in
iu England and Wales, and fifty ed at 6:45 was a most abundant
nr some other suitable person as administrator
mayors
of
the county buildings show thousands
such magistrates in Scotland! A recent After a musical program, State Superin- presented b? John N. Foye, a creditor.
dollars of untaxed mortgages in the
issue of The National Advocate masses tendent of Schools, Payeon Smith, gave
FRANK L. MOORE, late of Oxford, deceased ;
town of Paris?
and instructive talk. Brut account
on one page the temperance utterances of a most interesting
presented for allowance by Jnmcs
This involves a broader question than
Ο
the
J.
S. Wright, administrator.
I. W. Waite has moved from
thirteen state governors, and on another
the quibble over the discrepancy between
occuCrooker storo to the one recently
Ρ RISC 1LL \ S G ROVER, late of Dix Held, ;
page tells of Governor Hughes's veto of
leccascii ; petition for the appointment of John
"my" tax and "neighbor John's." Who- a lobby bill, autl be was not included in pied by A. L. Sanborn & Co.
F. Grover or some other suitable person as ad-j
ever pays a smaller tax than the law exfrom
Rebekahs
of
lare
A
delegation
the thirteen.
mlulstrotor presented by John F. Grover, eon. j
pects him to pay is cheating his own
this place went to West Paris Tuesday
ADDISON E. HERR1CK, Judge of said Court. ;
conscience and robbing his neighbor
Theology and Rum.—Christian busi- evening by special train, returning Wedwho is perchance paying nearer his true ness men who treat customers, Christian nesday morning after a most pleasant A true copy—Attest:
I
ALBERT D. PARK. Register.
women who
tax.
drug their desserts with visit.
4. Are the woodlands of Paris valued brandy, and Christian clube that serve
Here li Relief for Women.
at their true worth? Or have we allowed punches and frozen puddings reeking
If you have pains In the back, Urinary, Madthe old valuation to stand on the town with fumes of alcohol, are stumbling
der or Kidney trouble, and want a certain, pleasbooks while the market has been doub- blocks to young men. I have been the ant herb cure for woman's Ills, try Mother
and
led, then tripled, and in some cases, guest of religioue bodies in Boston a' Gray's Auitrallan«LMf> It Is a safe mall
never-falling regulator. At Druggists or by
quadrupled? Have we mado any real whose tables ices are habitually served 50
FUSE·
Address,
cent;-.
Sample
package
changes in the valuation of our farms, strong enough with liquor to make a The Mother Gray Co., Le Iioy, Ν. Y.
when the U. S. Government reports an drunkard's mouth water. Wo were fed
average rue of 33 per cent in farm theology from the speaker's lips and
Petition for Discharge.
property? Have we made due allowanco brandy from a spoon. Grant that it hurt
on the value of village property sinco no one present, such a practice is a In the matter of
)
a permanent home stumbling block to younger men.
made
has
Ν
A
KM
C.
MclNNIS,
NO
prosperity
} In Bankruptcy.
)
Bankrupt.
for
allowance
held
a
and
also
reverend
These
just
up
us,
gentlemen
among
the Hon. Clarkscb Hai.p., Judge of the Disvillage property where industries do not their hands in horror, last year, when Totrict
Court of the United .States for the District
flourish as they did years ago? Let us Representative Shirley, of Kontucky,
of Maine:
told in Congress how, with a handful of
answer in town meeting.
C. MclNNIS, of Mexico, In the
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
5. The result in the town of Paris is drugs and a little pure alcohol, he would
said
In
District,
resj>ectfully represent» that on
we have supplied the de- concoct a whiskey so poisonous that it
as follows:
the Kith day of February, 1907, he was duly
mands of a growing town, purchased the would "make a rabbit spit in a bulldog's adjudged bankrupt under the Act· of Congress redulysurren
necessities of modern civilization, also face, and when it gets into a man is pure lating to Bankruptcy; that he has of
property,
dered all his property and rights
But Julius Hortvet, Minnesota's ami
somo of the luxuries, have raised town hell."
ha·» fully complied with all the requirements
expenses very perceptibly—perhaps not state chemist, declares that the worst of said Acte and of the orders of Court touching
bankruptcy.
unwisely,— and all the time the tax rate poison in whiskey is alcohol. The pure hisWherefore
be prays, That be may l>e decree·,
has been climbing higher and higher food law may have taken out the fusel bv the Court to have a full discharge from all
until we are almost in the same class oil and other drugs, but the high-toned debts provable against bis estate under said
are ex
with Portland and Boston. What is the brandy that flavors the mince pie, the bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as
bv law from such discharge.
trouble? I assume that we have not al- frozen pudding, and the punch is just as cepted
i>.
A.
1908.
of
14th
Feb.,
this
bated
day
No KM \N C. MclNNIS, Bankrupt
lowed such extravagance as will alono much of a etumblingblock to the boy as
account for this condition. But we hace the whiskey that "would kill a hurso."
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREOF.
allowed our valuation to fail to keep —John F. Cowan, C. E. World.
District ok Maine, bs.
On this21st day of Feb., A. D. 1908, on read
pace with growing values; and we have
Maine News Note*.
lug tne foregoing petition. It Is
allowed property to escape taxation; to
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
eucb an extent that our total lieting is
uiK>n the same on the 13th day of Mar., A. D.
Diefar below what it ought to be in comThe mill of the Katahdin Pulp and 1908, before said Court at Portland, in said
at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that no
parison with our increased expenditures. Paper Co. at Lincolu is closed. The trlct,
thereof be published In the Oxford Demo
tlce
As a natural result our rate is abnormalsuspension of work, it is understood, U crat, a newspa|>cr printed In said District, and
ly high, and therefore unsatisfactory. due to market conditions. About 1Γ>0 that ali known creditors, and other persons In I
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
A high tax rate is uot necessarily an are
employed.
and show cause, If any they have, why the
evil, though it may not be a pleasure;
of said petitioner should not Irt granted.
The pulp and paper mills of the East- prayer
but an inequitable assessment and valuaAnd It Is further ordered by the Court, That
at Bangor the Clerk shall send by mall to all known cred
ern
Manufacturing
and
Company
kind
worst
of
evil
the
is
an
tion
very
Itors copies of said petition and this order, ad
affects every citizen of the town. No arn now running on full time after hav- dressed
to tbein at their places of residence a<
five we«*ks.
one objects to paying bis own propor- ing been shut down nearly
staled.
....
Witness the Hon. Clarence IIai.k, Judge o'
tionate share of the public charges when Nearly 800 employes are thus returned to
the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
he knows that every other proper»'ν work.
21st
in said District, on the
day of Feb., A. D.
owner in town is
paying his share too.
Elaborate reports by Portland and
Ε.
M
KS
JA
HEWEY, Clerk.
s ]
The injustice of the matter lies in an un- Boston architects who have examined
A true copv of petition and order thereon.
fair, uneven, and cowardly assessment of tho walls uf the burned Portland city hall
Attest: J A MES Ε. MEWEY. Clerk.
property. Until the public conscience seem to indicate that quite a large porNOTICE.
is aroused on this point as it is in some tion of those walls are unsafe and will
The subscriber hereby give* notice that she
of the western sections of our country, have to be taken down.
has been duly appointed administratrix of the
active
we shall have to compel by
estate of
County Attorney Voting of Somerset
1907
measures the fairest assessments possible. !
FRANK Ε HOWE, late of Frycburg,
another attor In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
Htrt Schaffhir & Mar*
Some time perhaps true assessments of County, over whose head
All
having
directs.
law
the
as
persons
the
bonds
under
ney was recently appointed
property will be more easily obtained.
demands against the estate of said deceased
6. If any one doubts the statements Sturgis law to prosecute liquor cases, arc desired to present the saino for settlement, 1
conto
the
test
has
begun proceedings
ami all Indebted thereto are requested to make
in regard to our assessment as I have ι
payment Immediately.
NOTICE.
/ETTA B. HOWE.
given them, I shall be glad to publish stitutionality of the law.
Feb. 18th, 1908.
And
the figurée which prove them.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
Percy W. Lyons, the Maine Central
take
much
it
does
not
duly
hoe been
NOTICE.
investiga- train dispatcher, tried for manslaughter
appointed exccutor of the last
surely
will ami testament of
tion to prove that more than half of the in connection with the Carmel wreck,
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she I
FA
JR, late of Lore»,
JOHN
RRINGTON,
sales of real estate in the town of Paris I wae acquitted. In his argument for the has been duly appointed executrix of the last | In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
will and testament of
All person* having
directe.
law
in recent times have been made at figures : defendant,
as
the
bonds
seof
ALBERT M. YATES, late of Parle,
Bangor
Judge Stearns
the estate of said deceased
far in excess of the town valuation. This
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons demands against
scored the Maine Central.
the same for settleverely
to
desired
are
present
desaid
of
estate
is wrong. It ought to be attended to at
having demands against the
to
At West Porks Thursday night James ceased arc desired to present the same for settle- nent, anil all Indebted thereto are requested
No one is to be blamed
town meeting.
nuk" nnyment Immediately
> A. Dean killed Mrs. Charles McKay with
ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
K.
CHAPMAN.
CYRUS
1908.
Feb.
18th,
but the voters.
mHke payment Immediately.
an axe, and then cut his own throat, and
RHODA S. YATES.
Feb. 18th, 1908.
Tax Payeb.
I
! died almost immediately. The woman
NOTICE.
is
I died about an hour later. Jealousy
NOTICE.
KEEPING OPEN HOUSE.
' said to be the cause of the deed. Dean
Tho subscriber hereby gives notice that he
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
ha* boon duly appointed administrator of th·
has been duly appointed administrator of the
Everybody is welcome when we feel was in his twenties, Mrs. McKay was j estate
estate of
of
wheu
of
feel
that
we
and
HENRY E. HAMMOND, late of Paris.
way only
; twenty years
ago.
good;
I
ALGERNON 8. .IORD X N, late of Andover,
In the Coui.ty of Oxford, deceased, and given
our digestive organs are working propI In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All person* havtug
as the law directs.
bunds
Use
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
erly. Dr. King's New Life Pills regu- I To Break In M«w Shoe· Always
demands against the estate of said deceased are
demands against the estate of said decea'ed
same for settlement, and
the
late the action of atomacb, liver and Allen's Foot-Ease, a powder. It prevents Tight- are
to
desired
present
for
settlement,
desired to present the same
ness ami Blistering, cures Swollen, Sweating,
make paybowels so perfectly, one can't help feelto make all Indebted thereto arc requested to
Aching feet. At all brugrisis and shoe store», and all Indebted thereto are requested
ment immediately.
ing good when be usee these pille. 25c 25c. Sample mailed FBEK. Address, A. S.
D.HAMMOND.
11)08.
UENRY
Feb.
18th,
D. DAKRELLB.
Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. T.
at F. ▲. Shurtlefl Λ Co.'· drug store.

j
j

NEW GOODS

THE JUMPING OFF PLACE.

NORWAY.

Suits

in gray and brown effects.
Finely tailored and perfect

fitting

suits.

$«5 grades

Λ ι

are now

λL

ν

Overcoats
have suffered the

fate.

same

Several dollars off the
of each.

price

Η. Β. FOSTER,
ONE PRICE CLOTHIER.

bj

MONEY BACK IF NOT SUITED.'

ΠΑΙΝΕ.

NORWAY,

Ladies' Kid Boots for $2.00
I have

a

Lady's

for $2.00.
are

Also

exceptional

Kid Biucher with dull leather top
plain Kid Polish for $2.00. These

values for this

price.

of Â11 Kinds.

Felt Shoes
I
iW. O. Frothingham,
SoutH Paris.

HOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.

The Ρuzzler
Gasoline

Cylinder

Oil.

Sulky Plows.

General Line Farm Machinery.
A. W. WALKER & SON,

WHEN IN NORWAY

Surprise the Children.
Take home a box of our
Your
delicious candies.
wife likes

much now as she
used to when you and she
were sweethearts.

just

E. W. t BAWDLER,

Builders' Finish I
DOORS and WINDOWS of any
reasonable prices.

Also Window & Door Frames.

as

J". H. Fletoner,
Confectioner,

Norway. Me.

Opp· Elm Houae.

Petition for Discharge.

Bankrupt's

In the matter of
Χ A V1Κ Κ GIRARDIN allas
FRANK JORDAN,
of Hartford, Bankrupt. J

'•In

W. A. Porter,
SOUTH PARIS,
Is A gont for

Wayside Laundry,
Hebron, Maine.

EDWARD C. BEAN,
MANAGER.
First-class work done.
Ëimilu Waehincrc

Çnona Itv.

a

J

2 1-2 story dwelling-house, pleasantly
located in the village of West Paris.
Consists of nine rooms and bath-room,
shed and stable. About 3-4 acre of land,
The buildwith apple and pear trees.
ings are situated high from the street,
with
vines,
with broad piazza shaded
commanding a tine view. A spring of
buildThese
pure water on premises.
ings are well and prettily furnished and
the owner would be glad to sell the
with the
furniture and furnishings
house. This is a great bargain and will
be sold on reasonable terms. Call on or
address, W. J. Wheeler, South Paris,
Maine.

Picture Frames

Mouldings s,;L

High Grade Portrait Work
Crayon, Water color,

specialty.

L. M. TUFTS,
SOUTH PARIS

Nichols St..

ASTHMA

or

Hay Fever
ALL
TO TELL
I WANT ami
Fever what cured
with
Hay

uie

after 46 years of suffering. Write me anil learn
which you will tie grateful the reel
O. F. ALEXANDER.
life.
41 Exchange St.. PORTLAND. ME.

•omethliig fur

REMEMBER!
Can afford to and will pay

Norway,
mure

J ΙΙΙΙΙ.ΙΜι

AS
GOOD

.\.

υι

I»l»DO<

nuiuiviu,

au

Me.

for rag*, rub-

pound.
Hays market

cent a

WHEREAS, May J. Smith of Peru, In the
County of Oxford, and State of Maine, by htr
mortgage deed dated the 31st day of March, A
1>. 1906, aud recorded in the Oxford Registry of
l>eeds, book 289, page 494, conveyed to me, the
undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of land with
the buildings thereon situate In Peru, In th·.·
Cuunty of oxford and State of Maine, at Diet
vale, so-called, and bounded as follows, to wit
Northeasterly by the homestead farm of Oliver
o.Trao ; North westerly by the homestead farm
of Charles J. Tracy ; Southerly by northerly loline of E. H Lovejoy and David !.. Chenery and
M terl / by land of said David L Chenery; the
same being the former homestead farm of the
said May J. Smith, containing seventy acres,
more or less, and the satue premises conveyed to
the said May J. Smith by John A. 1'utnam bv
warranty deed dated September 11th, A. D. 1905,
and whereas the condition of said mortgage habeen broken, now. therefore by reason of the
breach ot the condition thereof I claim a fore
closuie of said mortgage.
Dated at Dlxtleld, Maine, this 15th day of
Februarv, A. D. li<W.
ΙΟΝ Ε HARLOW.
7-9

For Rent.
Offices

or

small store to rent in the

Inquire

Pms One ïsar lor $2.25.

NEWS-

^atïî4j°UMÏÏra0''m<'nejt0TI'"

0ltord Dnmnt.

NEW^ew-Tork City, will

.νο^'(τίΐ?«Έ°ΕκϊνΓΐέί8ΐ'ΝΕ',4ΓΓ'ν''' J1?.6
bring
a

fret, sample copy

Β
feiluTn?—The nbove illustration is from a photograph of the Plant Industry Buildir.Z. V. P. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. It is loeated in the
1
h^a't of the city and is covered with Paroid Roofing. The Government also
etc. It uses Paroid because it
h vs P:iro:d t-r stables, barracks, warehouses,
finds η «thing its equal.
I'aroid is the ideal roofing for barns, stables, sheds, poultry houses, warehouses, outbuildings, etc. Equally valuable for roofing or siding. It is permanent in character, is easy to lay, is spark and cinder proof, light slate color,
contains 110 tar, does not crack and does not run in summer.
What is good for the Government will be good for you. Write for free sample
of Paroid and see what it is. Also ask lor booklet and name of nearest dealer.
Send

a

color of the sky.

2 cent sump for book of αρ-to-datt poultry and fans building plana.

S. P. MAXIM & SON, Agents, South Paris, He.

Key and Conch Key,

No. 38.—Riddle.
sign of servitude throughout all time.
Though golden, a prison cell is mine.
I'll help you make the finest cake
If you will but my prison break.
No. 39.—A Pyramid.
1. A letter in century.
2. Two letters in dividend.
3. A word meaning silent
4. One of the United States.
5. Fitted to excite merriment.
The bottom of the pyramid aud each
side, reading upward, are the same.
No. 40.—Remainders.

(Triply behead aud triply curtail each
word to find the remainder.)
1. Behead and curtail a body of poo
pie appointed to examine into son»·
special matter aud leave a tiugerless
glove.
2. Behead and curtail a substitute foi
au age.

yeast aud leave

the Puzzler.
No. 25.—Word Square: 1. Stove. 2
4. Trail. 5. Enter. C
Inter. 3. Seven

Key

to

Rabid.

No. 26.—Poetical Puzzle: 1. "The Chi I
dreu's Hour." 2. "The (îoldeu Legend."
No. 27.—Syncopation: Houiau, roan
No. 28.—Word Hunt: Mon-arc-hy, aiv
No. 29.—'Transposition: Octave, avo
cet.
No. 30.—A Diagonal:
4

1.

Lacerated
r

IoolatEo

Β

Ε

Q

υ

Κ

S

Τ

Ε

U

cnuUaRded
dismantle
avoCaTi

on

attentive.
tOad

stoOl

R

Α

U

I

Ν

Τ

I

Ο

Ν
a

2.

No. 31.—Well Known Book: "Gnlll
rer's Travels."
No. 32.—Double Acrostic: Initials
fir Walter Scott. Third row—Sir Isinu
2
1. Sister.
Crosswords
Newton.
Icicle. 3. Rarest. 4. Writer. 5. An7. Trains. S. Ex
G. Learns.
swer.
11
10. Spears.
9. Random.
cept.
14
Coward. 12. Option. 13. Trophy.
—

Tinted.

CHRONIC CONSTIPATION CURED.
One who suffers from chronic consti-

pation is in danger of many serious ailments. Orino Laxative Fruit
Syrup
cures chronic constipation as it aids digestion, and stimulates the liver and
bowels, restoring the natural action of
these organs. Commence taking it today and you will feel better at once.
Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup does not
nauseate or gripe and is very pleasant to
fake. Refuse substitutes. For sale by
til druggists.
'•People were surprised when you
married the widow, were tliey not?''
"I don't know; I was so surprised
myself that I didn't take notice."
Make a noto now to get Ely's Crean·
Balm if you are troubled with nasal catarrh, hay fever or cold in the head. It
is purifying and soothing to the Hennitive membrane that lines the air pass
iges. It is made to overcome the die
sase, not to fool the patieut by a short.
Inceptive relief. There is no cocaine
Do not be talked into
nor mercury in It.
•aking a substitute for Ely's Cream Balm,
ill druggists sell it. Price 30 cents.
Vfailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street,
tfew York.

Dyer—How is it that Neurich no longbrags about his ancestors?
Ryer—He has probably found out
who they were.

îr

poisoning.

It is wise, if the wound is in
spicuous place, to wrap the flesh

by all druggist·.

hadn't done that I
"
foot in it

a

good.

Pruyn

should have put my

What Happened to Jones.
One day a tall, gaunt woman, with
of
rope colored hair, and an expression
great fierceness, strode into the office of
a country clerk in West Virginia.
"You air the person that keeps the
marriage books, ain't ye?" she de-

I

|
I
I

|
I

I
I

manded.
"What book

do you wish to see,
madam?" asked the polite clerk.
"Kin you find out if Jim Jonea was
married?"
Search of the records disclosed the
name of James Jones, for whose marriage a license had been issued two
years before.
"Married Elizabeth Mott, didn't he?"
asked the woman.
"Tbe license was issued for a marriage
with Miss Elizabeth Mott."
"Well, young man, I'm Elizabeth. I
thought I oughter come in an' tell ye
that Jim has escaped!"
Wireless

Signals
1JKIDE

con-1

for Bridal
TO

Couples.

GROOM.

One short jerk of coat—Stop looking
the at that
girl.
smoke will only reach the desired secOne long jerk of coat—O, see the prettion, as the stain from it is difficult to ty hats!
remove, and we usually pin up a paper
One long hug—You look perfectly
cone shape to place on the shovel, so as
to-day.
lovely
to confine the smoke to a small opening,
One long hand-squeeze—Honey, what
not letting it escape all over and blind makes you look so cross?
everybody around.
One short hand-squeeze—Someone's
We have used this for thirty-five years coming!
fail
to
to
it
never
known
have
and
give
GROOM TO IiRIDE.
immediate relief or to work a thorough
One short jerk of sleeve—Stop looking
cure if faithfully applied. The relief is
that man!
so quick that it is difficult to make tho at
One long jerk of sleeve—Come on.
patient keep the process up long enough,
see the hats.
tven whore the blood of the patient was You don't want to
One long hug—You look perfectly
that the tiniest ecratcb
so

I

I

J

produced I
ugly festering sore, a rusty nail nearly lovely to-day.
through the foot gave no trouble at all, I One long hand-squeeze—Honey,
and the boy could use his foot the next ain't mad, are you?
One short hand-squeeze—Don't
day as if it had never been hurt. In this I
case we kept up tho smoke for fully two goose!
I Three
on wrist—Take
so

bad

an

you
be

a

care,
taps
in
The little girl of four who rolled her woman, take care! I will be master
house!
own
linger nails off in the mangle went to I my
sleep in a short time and would never I
Prearranged.
admit having a sore finger.
He pulled out tbe map and showed
We always keep raw sugar on hand
and always keep it moist, but in an her the route of their prospective elopehours.

ment.
"And

emergency I have known woolen rags to
do good service; anything which will
give a dense smoke, 1 suppose, would
a
I do, but the sugar seems to have special
value.

where

marked with

innocently.

a

is the place you have
white star?" she asked

"That is Cleveland. There we write
home for forgiveness.
SUNDAY DINNEB.
PBEPABING TUB
"And tbejred star, George?"
"Niagara Falls. There we write home
Many women who do their own work
find that tho preparation of the Sunday for money to get back with."
dinner prevents them from attending I Which sbowe that be was a far-seeing
church. I have solved this problem iu young man.
my own household to the satisfaction of
SIMPLE REMEDY FOR LA GRIPPE.
t myself and family.
La Grippe coughs are dangerous an
On Saturday I purchase a roast of
chicken which is large enough for two they frequently develop into pneumonia.
meals. I cook it and serve it for dinner Foley's Honey and Tar not only stops
Saturday, and then trim into shape what the cough but heale and strengthens the
is left, and lay it aside for dinner on
lungs so that no serious results need be
day. Sunday I heat it thoroughly and feared. The genuine Foley's Honey and
I always cook the potatoes I Tar contains no harmful drugs and is in
etrve again.
Refuse substitutes.
m a different way on Sunday, as this a yellow package.
Sold by all druggists.
helps to make the meat seem differont.
1 prepare the vegetables as much as
"See here," asked the cautious stranpossible before going to church. If they
require long cooking, I put them on to ger, "if I decide to stay here for a week
oook while I wash the breakfast dishes how much is it going to cost mo?"
"You can answer that best yourself,"
and dress for church. 1 have my potatoes peeled, and leave them and the replied the clerk of the Florida hotel.
salad in water. Soup is made the day "How much have you got?"
before and only needs heating. The desREANNOUNCEMENT
sert is always made on Saturday. Din- SPECIAL
ner is ready within half an hour after I
GARDING THE NATIONAL PURE
come from church.
FOOD AND DRUG LAW.
In most families the Sunday roast does
Wo are pleased to announce that Foduty also on Monday. In my family we
and Tar for coughs, colds
♦erve it for the second time on Sunday ley's Honey
the
instead of for the firsthand the difference and lung troubles is not affected by
National Pure Food and Drug Law as it
allows me to go to church.
contains no opiates or other harmful
WASHING PINK GARMENTS.
drugs, and we recommend it as a safe
all
I am very fond of piok, and nearly
remedy for children and adulte. For
summer dresses, shirt waist suite, etc., Hale by all druggists.
are of that extromely perishable color.
My laundress takes great pride in having
Tom—Why don't you call on Miss
my things look nice, and this is her Pompus?
method: She pours boiling water over a
Dick—Too cold.
Tom—Nonsense! The weather has
piece of red cheesecloth, lets this stand
for a few moments till the color is all nothing to do with—
out of the cheesecloth, then pours the
I
Dick—You misunderstand me.
dye ioto a bucket of cold water, and, mean she invited me not to.
after wa«bing and thoroughly rinsing
the garment, puts it into the dye-water
THIS MAY INTEREST YOU.
and allows it to remain for perhaps an
No one is immune from kidney trouble,
hour. Then wrings it slightly and hangs so
just remember that Foley's Kidney
it out to dry. No matter how old and
Cure will atop the irregularities and cure
faded the material, this method gives it
any case of kidney and bladder trouble
a perfectly even coloring.
that is not beyond the reach of medicine.
A CUBE FOB BITING NAILS.
For sale by all druggists.
Here are two ways of curing a child of
"Why, Johnny," said Mrs. Muggins,
the offensive habit of nail-biting. Either
"what are you doing here? Is Willie's
put a bitter preparation on the hands, or
over?"
try buying a neat little manicure set for party
"Nome," blubbered Johnny. "But
the child. This latter way is preferable.
house Willie's
Let a child once take a real pride in nice the minute I got inside the
at home,
nails and the habit is broken. It la al- Father told me to make myself
a nervous habit, and scold- ! ind I came."
most

Sun-1

I

The editor of the Memphis, Tenn.,
•Times" writes: "In my opinion Foley's
always
Honey and Tar is the best remedy for
only aggrasoughs, colds and lung trouble, and to ing or slapping the hands Bazar.
Foley's vates the trouble.—Harper's
ny own personal knowledge
Soney and Tar has accomplished many
Nervous headache can be quickly re)ermanent cures that have been liittle
ihort of marvelous." Refuse any but lieved by sniffing up some freshly-scrap;he genuine lo the yellow package. For , ed horseradish that hat been slightly

I ale

neighbor.

I

WOUNDS.

warmed.

Fireplace.

black cat lenrued to know bis footstep
and to meet him at the door and to
curl up on bis *knee as be sat in Trout
of the fireplace while the two good
friends basked and chatted in the gold-

i

Foley's Honey and Tar cures the most
obstinate coughs and expels the cold
from the system as it is mildly laxative,
[t is guaranteed. The genuine is in the
rellow package. For sale by all druggists.

Copy of

Sa ν β Much
Sickness

Mies
the limitless expanse of snow.
Frazier, pacing from window to window of her little cottage, felt Imprisoned.
"Oh, pussy cat, pussy cat," she euld
to the cat curled up on the window
seat, "I shall die of loneliness."
The cat gave sleepy attention, and
"Of
Miss Frazier shook her gently.
course you don't care," she said, "but
who could have believed that snow and

cold weather would have come so early! And all the other cottagers have
gone back to town. But I can't My
rent Is paid for six months, and I can't
afford to lose It"
Once more she began her excited
walk across the floor, while the cat
went to sleep, and deadly quiet reigned. At last Miss Frazier could stand It
She put on her bat and
no longer.
reusing
cont and a pair of rubbers.
on the threshold as she went out sheaddressed the cat theatrically.
"Sleep on," she said. "I go to seek
And she floundered
fortune."
my
through the snow to the gate.

The road, deep wltb drifts, offered

Miss Frazler*e
new discouragements.
long skirts dragged and grew heavy,
and at last she stopped and sobbed
aloud, "1 can't go on!"
Help came in the person of a little
mau in high boots, who appeared from

cold."
"I hate the house," said Miss Frazier
·«·,»*.

V—

«

Λ

«Λ,,Ι

Kill

the pussy cat"

The Aaaeta of the Company in the Unite·! State-·
area* follows:
Cash on han>l ami In the han<!e of
Λ Kent* or other persons
$ 24β>54 lj
Nil
Real Estate unincumbered
United States Government Bond*,
Mai ket value,
oo
289,100
"
"
State Bonds,
4K7,500 00
"
"
·υ
544,250
Municipal Bonds
"
"
Rallrcad Bonds,
1,12β/Ώ 75
"
"
Stocks
2.23·; »i
31 ,βο·.· ι»
Debts otherwise secured
Debts for premiums,
827,253 :i
Interest due
All other Securities.
3.3.94 2 ο
and accrucd,

The men
engaged upon
difficult piece of work—that of trying
to raise a heavy beam to the top oi

military fortifications. The cor
was shouting at the top of hl>
voice, but otherwise doing nothing.
"Why aren't you helping them?*
"Ever.\
Washington asked quietly.
Borne

poral

counts."

was the pompous answer, "yoi
do not seem to recognize that I am th>

"Sir,"

corporal."

beg your pardon. Mr. Corporal,'
Washington replied, "but I find It dltll
Then
cult to recognize that fact."
dismounting, be fell to helping tin"I

Heal Kstate
Mortgage Loans
Collateral Loans
Stocks and Bonds
L'ash In Office and

"Come In," she urged. "Oh, please
come in. I don't think I can stand It
to face the pussy cat all alone."
Ills kindly blue eyes smiled at her
"I'd like to come." he said. '"Taln't
very sociable up at the farm."
The little room was cheerless enough
Miss Frazler's ginger Jars and Mexl

things"-

with all the gayety of a young girl.
The little man's table manners proved
to be much better than his grammar,
*od it waa at the and of the feaat that

*

—

OS

Stocks and Bonds,
(.'ash In Olllce and
Agents' Balances
Interest Accrued
All other Assets,

—

Carpets

Wool
to close out oilt!

England.
12,41"

Bank,

.$3,229,*:

Gross Assets
Deduct Items not admitted
Admitted

J' 4. ·.-1

Asset·,

$3,"iV7

All other Liabilities
Cadi Deposit Capital,
Sui plus over all Liabilities,

62.'·Λ'
S41 .·

t·

I*. β. Β muc h of the

Aachen & Munich Fire Insurance Co,
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1'Λ7·
Estate,
Mortgage Loans,
Collateral Loan»,
Stock" ami Monde,
Cash in office

"

una

Agents' Balance»,

11

♦1

Bank

Bille Receivable,
Interest and Rente,
All other Assets,

MAINE,

1,!«1,··!.'

(iro^s Assets,
Dcduct Items not admitted

Dr. King's
New Discovery

Net Unpaid Losses
Unearned Premium»,
AII other Liabilities,
Surplus over all Liabilities,

LUNC8

υ

1·'·
Ml.·'"
1.4"
1-.
11

KILL «α COUCH
THE

'» M

#3,«Λ,Τ
Total Liabilities and Surplus
MKSSRS. W. .1. WHEELER A CO., Ag.>nU,
aouin rarie, Jiair..·
6-e

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

CURE

·'·

II·',44-41

Real

and

:
»·;

LIABILITIES, DF.C. 31, 1907.
t 1/.··'
Net Unpaid I.os»e«
Unearned rrendums,
1,7ί'.·.4

patterns and clean

NORWAY,

-t

333,.'.'. :i
4M.-- ::
'-*',·> <
l/. t·,;

Γ.Ι,

Admitted Assets

·■
-■

"

S

'Ι

ν

#1,77-..''

vi

LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 1907.
I M-i-M

w,th

839,1.'»
l.'

Me.lW'd

fl.77-.iV
Total Liabilities and Surplus
WM. .J. WHEELER A CO., Agent*,
South l'arl», Main·'
0-*

of Pan

Francisco, California.
Incorporated In lfftl.

Commenced Business In 18»3.

WILLIAM J. DUTTON, President.

LOUIS WEINMANS', Secretary.
Capital Paid L'p in Cash $1.600,000.00.

ASSETS, December 31,1907.
Real Eetarc owned by the company,
tinlncuiniiered
f VW.i
Loans on bond and mortgage (tlr-1
ϊ·7'.·■·'
lien» )
lv.'.'
Loans secured by collaterals,
Stocks and Irands owned by the commarket
3,«7»;,-·'·
v.lue,
pany,
earn In the company's principal of·
lies and In lianks,
BOOjHti
Premiums In due course of collection,

pods

>

and limbs of

a

tropica!

cate

tree.

Aggregate of alt the admitted assets
of the company at their actual
value
$3 93e,".*·.'

six

'MADAM, I HAVE COME TO CLAIM VOD1.
HOUSES.

claim those horses
aloud, "I'll have
I've been looking fur such animais a
tu

long time."
The darky grinned and went on with
his plowing.
Waiting until anotlic:

furrow had been finished, the oliicei
his coat and showed the* in
signla of his rank. This duly Impressed

opened

the

use

beans

grown
nothing

and
In

highest

that

are

there
our

pany, viz. commissions, etc.

Is

Capital actually pal

why

TIIK

«ALTm a.

it is

7-9

Λ smile softened the handsome face
Ix'fore him; then the answer came,
gently, but tlriuly:
"Tell George Washington that his
mother says he cannot have her

horses."

Humbly apologizing,

the officer turn-

ed away.
The message he carried to Washington, and the general listened in silence.
Then, with one of his rare smiles, he
bowed his head.
Mak·· a Difference.
A girl who used to make all sorts of
(un of those who were poor spellers
Is now receiving three fat letters a
week from a man who can't spell correctly more than forty words altogether. But be has a big, nice house
and money lu the bank—and that spells
Howard (Kan.)
something to her.
—

Courant

1 ,'·<»

!

In-

|t,

FREELAND HOWE, Agent.
Norway, Maine
\OTICK OK FOltECI,ON( RK.

WIIKREAS, Dealer *. Cummlngs of
In the County of osford and *tate of Maine, y
·'■ I
his mortgage dec I, dated October 21. I-'.·.'
recorded In Oxford Iteglntry of Dead·,
page :i«y, conveyed to Phebe Atkinson a certsir
parcel of real estate >dtuated In said Allmr
described as follows : Commencing at the port:

LOHXETfO.

1

the darky.

General George Washington."

cash,

Aggregate amount of 1 abilities
cluding net surplus,

the most delicious of
cocoas.

l ut>ln

Surplus lieyond capital,

cocoa

but cocoa.
That is

'·

LIABILITIES. December31, iyu7.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
$ 4"< '■
claim·,
Amount required to safely re-Insure
all outstanding risks
2,(f7".T
All other demanda against the com

ue than beef.

We

#β,117 4·
17-'. I

Gross Assets,
Deduct Items not admitted

' times more food val-

cost

72 It.

All other assets

deli-

contain

[They

Intereat and Rent·,

the trunk

on

7<*i.«· U
31,'-

Eire an t Marine
Bills Receivable

Cocoa beans grow in

The black cat came and curled up
"Lordy," he said, "but you'd better
on the hearth, looking at the flames see de missis! She's over yonder."
His black hand pointed to a line oh'
with fathomless eyes.
"Oh, It's lovely, lovely!" said Mis;· mansion standing among the trees, and,
with a parting glance at the splendid
i'razler. "It is like something alive."
"I alius did like a Are," said the lit
animals, the officer made his way to
tie man. "I came from down south, ward It.
and we don't think much of stove:·
Loudly he rapped with the bras;·
there. Not fer beln' sociable. You've knocker, and the great door swuny
got to see the flames to l>e real friend upon Its ponderous binges. Ile passe»'
Into a tiue old drawing room, where hi·
ly."
"I am going to make you a cup of. was presently confronted by a grave
tea." Miss Frazier said flatteringly. and majestic looking woman.
"Madam," he said, bowing very low.
·' -1 <r was ready .-hi* brought it
"I have come to claim your horses In
a dainty trny, flanked by half a
:
the government."
"I wish I had the name of
stale cracker».
"My horses!" she repeated, bending
·■:■■·; !ii:ig nicer
to offer," she said,
on him a pair of eyes born to command
'•f ii is so hard to get things."
cannot have my horses. My
little man smiled, and as be took "Sir, you
and my horses are needthe details of the poor room some crops are out,
ed In the fields."
knowledge of her plight seemed to
"I am very sorry, madam," was the
•ome to him, and be found a way to
polite answer, "but the orders of my
help her.
are j>ositlve."
"I bet you don't know what good chief
"And your chief?"
over
a
kin
cook
fireplace,"
things you
I
There was restrained warmth In the
he said eagerly.
tone. è
questioning
"I never heard of such a thing," she
The officer squared his shoulders,
said. "What could I cook?"
while his whole person swelled with
"Well, Brunswick stew is fine. It's
got .squirrels aud corn and onions and pride.
"My chief, madam," he replied, "Is
tomatoes. You jus' let me show you"
of the American army,
Her the commander
"Rut I can't
those

get

139,025'<J

1,000,·s
1,978,3V47

ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1007.

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OR MONET REFUNDED.

Frazhr.

face flamed.
"Of course you can't. "Taln't to be
expected that a woman kin kill a
squirrel. But I'm goln' buntln* tomorrow, and I'll bring the things"He left her later, and when be had
gone Miss Frazier stood for a long
time looking into the glowing coals.
"Oh. pussy cat. pussy cat." she said
when at last the two of them were
curled "up for the night, "he uses
dreadful grammar, but he is the kindest man I have ever known."
The little man came the next day
and made the stew, and ail that afternoon the savory food simmered and
bubbled, and the black cat watched It
with eager eyes. Miss Frazier In her
•wst blue gown set the table for two.
flitting from one room to the other

«·

AND ALL THROAT AND LIJMG TROUBLES.

bleakness. In the stone
a
bunch of goldenrod
gone to seed. The only warmth came
feebly from u rickety stove In the
summer kitchen.
"Why ain't you got a Are in the fire
place?" the little man demanded as he
sun-eyed the cavernous structure.
"I haven't any wood," shivered Mis*

gloriously.

-4

of London,

A LOW PRICE

was

"I kin lift most anything."
He made several jfrips after that
finding enough dry wood in the shed to
Btart the fire, and soon It was roarlnj.

|6,s44,V.'·
Assets,
LIABILITIES, DEC.SI, 1307.
Net Unpaid Losses
f 329,5''
Unearned Premiums,
3,3'.·7.·4.

& ÇQf361 Broadway, New foil
MUNN
Branch OOce, ICS Κ SU. Washington, D. C.

the

Miss Frazier obeyed meekly.
"IIow strong you are," she breathed
"Oh, law, yes," said the little man:

'■·<
'·.·

Total Llalilllties and Surplus,
$»;,*44,55.)
W. J. WHEELER A CO., Agent»,
South Pari*, Main·
8-8

bats had been artistic summer ac-

"I-I couldn't get any."
Perhaps he read in her hesitation a
confession of poverty, but he did doi
ask any more questions.
"I'll be back In a minute," he said
presently and went out, and when be
returned he was bending Atlas-like un
der the weight of a great log that bad
lain for days by the roadside.
"There," he said as he deposited it
in the fireplace, "If you will take oui
them wild flowers we'll bave a fire."

♦7,2243·'"
370,74

All other Llablllt'es
Cash Capital,
Surplus over all Liabilities

cessories, but in the gray light of the
snowy day they merely served to em
fireplace

273,41s il
M8.6I' 4',
Nil
54.'«βΛ '.«7
14,3o7 44

FORColds8 JSfc.

goodby.

phasize

Ml

Admitted

A handsomely Illustrate.1 weekly. Largest dreolation of any scientific journal. Term*. $3 ·
all newsdoalers.
year ; fonr months, IL. Bold by

be ready."

The little man helped her up the
path and landed her on her own doorstep safely. In spite of the biting air
he Jerked his cap off as he bade her

71,000 <>■
6,217,8*"t.-

(iross Assets,
Deduct Items not admitted

Scientific American.

Chas. F. Ridlon

homely

Nil

f

Bank,
Agcr.ts' Balances,
Bills Receivable,
Interest and Hunt»,
All other Assets,

lent free. <>l<1e»t aitenry for securing patenta.
Patents taken tlirouuh Mtinn Λ Co. receive
tpteUl nutlet, without charae, In the

up stock.

We know that Washington was distinguished for his strength and firmness of character, and the source of
these traits may be Judged from the

1,901,911 :i

America,

men.

anil the beam was soon raised.
"If you should need such assistance
again," he said to the corporal before
leaving, "just call upun Washington
your commander In chief, and I shall

1

28,131 SS

Queen insurance Company of

Designs
Copyrights Ac.
sketch and description may
an

a

■

Total Liabilities
12.006,41·; 7<
W. J. WHEELER A CO.. Agents.
South Parts, Maine.

R-S

Patents
Anyone sending

a

Nil
Nil
1",!'.·>·
13*, 1 y,

pany,

Amount necessary to reinsure outstanding risks

whether
qulckl* ascertain our opinion freeCommunleaInvention is |>rohat)ly patentable.
tloiisDtnctlr coiiilileiitiiai. HANDBOOK on Patent*

It is told of Washington that upon
occasion he rode by a group ol
soldiers who evidently did not know

man

Optioian.
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Nil

itors,

Amount owing and not due, to Banks
and other creditors,
Losses adjusted and due
losses adjusted and not due
$
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Ι.οβΗ-β In suspense, waiting for further proof
All other claims against the Com-
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"You ain't goln' to l>e lonesome
And with that vlstu of
any more."
rest and peace and happiness poor,
tired Miss Frazler was conteut.

were

LIABILITIES:

NORWAY, MAINE,

cheek.

Wl ashin^ton

$:i,ip'j .V> l«

Total Assets

LowestPricesinOxfordCouRiv.

and hid her face against the rough"I've been so lonely
ness of his coat
all my life," she sobbed.
"There, there, honey," he whispered,
with his kindly hand against her

"I live up at the farm," he Informed following story:
One morning during the progress of
her. "I'm the new manager, and there
ain't nobody there but a lot of men the American Revolution a minor offi«ud a colored woman to cook for us cer reconuolteriug in Virginia chanced
There's a good deal of work, you upon a pair of very fine horses. They
were being driven before a plow by a
know."
Miss Frazier didn't know, but she negro slave.
"Just what I want," said the officer
found herself listening eagerly to his
in their
talk of Guernsey cattle and of blue to himself after he had taken
ribbon horses, with all the rest of the good points.
"Here, my good fellow." he added
farm details.

can

IT Ιβ LOCATED AT
No. 47 Cedar Street, New York, Ν. Y.
A. D. IKVI Vi, Manager.
HOME OFFICE, LONDON, ENGLAND.

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

Day of December, 1907.

On the 31 et

Everyone who values good health
He looked at her calmly.
should at the tirst sign of sickness take
"You ain't goln\" he said.
a dose ri "L. F." Atwood's Bitters.
Miss Frazter, thrilling at his masterThey
quickly adjust the trouble and set
not?"
fulness, asked faintly, "Why
rigi.i.
Tiicy restore vigor to the
you
without
can't
"Because I
git along
tired and overworked organs and buiid
you," said lie. "I can't, Annabel."
up general health. At t!>o store, 33c.
"How did you know my first name?"

Miss Frazler demanded.
"I seen it In one of your books," he
said, "and it's a mighty pretty name."
Then he reached out and took her
"You're sucb a lonely
bands in bis.
little thing," he said, "and I Jes' can't
I think It's settln'
live without you.
around.this hearthstone that gave me
the feclln' that I wanted to marry you.
And you'll never want for nothln', honey, not so long as I kin give it."
With a little impulsive movement, she
slipped on her kuees beside bis chair

—

PHŒNIX ASSURANCE CO,,
Limited, of London,

Mrs. Lizzie S. Dyer.

In?.

condition

or THE
United HUUi Branch of the
—

truly,

Yours

"And next week I must go," abe told
the little man when he came that even-

the

op

•TATElTEirr

Brunswick, Me., Aug. ax, 1906.
"I think there is no medicine equal
I keep
to 'L. F.' Atwood's Bitters.
Copyrighted, 1908, by Homer Sprague.
en glow.
them in the house all the time, and
the
of
the
And then came
beginning
save me a great many headaches.
and with it Miss Frazler's they
As far ae the eye could see stretched uew quarter
I would not be without them."
remittance.

By TEMPLE BAILEY.

a span of 50 feet resting on piers
set in the solid coral rock.
the other side of the drift
By the time the work is completed it
"Got stuck, did ye?" he asked cheeris estimated that 176,900 cubic yards of
"Well, you ought ter stayed at
ily.
of
crushed rock, 106,100 cubic yards
home. 'Taln't weather fer wimmln to
sand, 286,000 barrels of cement, 5,760
tons of reinforcing
material, 612,000 be out."
Miss Frazier looked at blm haughtilineal feet of piling, and 3,580,000 feet of
In her code there was no place for
lumber forms for arches will have been ly
used. The crushed stone is brought bnd grammar, and besides, as a spinfrom the Hudson river, the gravel from ster of spirit, his reproof grated on her.
Mobile and the cement from Germany.
"Women can't stay In and die of
It is estimated that the concrete work
she told him stiffly.
loneliness,"
bas cost more than $500,000 per mile,
The little man looked at her with
and the grading over the keys by hand
"Lonesome,
labor $6000 per mile. The average cost sympathetic gray eyes.
was ye?" he said. "Well, now, that's
per mile of road is 8100,000.
too bad."
It.
Would Have Put His Foot In
Ills sympathy warmed the cockles of
(Baltimore Sun.)
Miss Frazler's heart It was so long
time
The late William Cassidy, one
since any one had cared. The last of
editor of the Albany Argus, possessed her
family, she had taught school in a
one
occawit.
On
Irish
the traditional
until ill health had forced her
sion a number of years ago be was a big city
to resign. Then she had rented the litin
a
at
Albany.
banquet
guest
political
resort
At that time finger bowls were seldom tle cottage at the unfashionable
used, and their correct usage (a passing and hnd prepared to live there for sis
fad) meant to dip a corner of the nap- mouths, hoping for the benefits of
kin in the water and therewith daintily fresh air and a free life. There had
cleanse the finger tips.
been other cottagers near, but they
Most of the men present eyed the innotheir own Interests, so that even
had
narvation when introduced at dessert,
warmer months Miss Frazier
in
the
anafter
One
rowly and uncertainly.
now that snow
other ended by plunging the hand into had been lonely, and
But Robert V. L. had come her situation seemed unbearthe crystal dish.
Pruyn, a well-known Albany man, cor- able
rectly moistened a bit of his napkin and
There were tears in her eyes as she
laved his fingers. Mr. Cassidy watched
stood there, forlorn and cold In the
him admiringly, not yet having touched
drift, and the little man said aguln:
his own glass.
too bad. You'd bet"That's good," he whispered to a "Well, uow, thafs
ter git Into the house. You'll ketch
If
"That's

Household Wrinkles.
FOIJ

distance of 10,500

Key
having

through the nap of the
it—provided it is already

Whenever the skin is broken by a cut,
or a tear, there is no remedy
a nail,
equal to smoke, especially smoke from
raw sugar.
Take a few coals on a shovel
and put on enough sugar to throw up a
dense smoke (granulated sugar is useless, as it will blaze); hold the wound in
the smoke and replenish coal and sugar
The pain will be gone in
as needed.
from five to ten minutes, but keep up
the smoke for at least half an hour, and
up to two hours, if a deep, dangerous
wound. There will never be any pain
it, and it will heal up rapidly and
easily. There will never be risk from

a

h· tohJ Mise Frmaler tb· «tory <Λ
life, and as be talked hie hoftess
weighed his dignity, his manliness,
•gainst his defects and foand grammar losing Its relative importance.
He came often after that, and the

The Stone

EN-

IMMENSE
PROQBE88.

The three other viaducts are across
Knight's Key channel, a distance of
7300 feet ; across Missouri Key channel,
λ distanco of 8800 feet, and another 4950
feet across Bahia Honda K«iy. The Long
viaduct consists of 185 arches each
feet.

and free from dust.
This renovating process is of course
very tedious, but without it perfect
is
satisfaction
impossible, and no
amount of time spent in trimming a
garment will make up for a lack of freshIt is always a great mistake to
ness.
make up any cloth or silk that is spotted.
The must important point after the
garment is cut is the basting. Th6 reason why a basque wrinkles or a skirt
hangs badly is because the basting has
A garment
not been carefully done.
should be basted on a perfectly fiat, even
surface, such as a light, thin, smooth
board held in the lap, and the lining
held loosely on the material at the waist,
so that the outside will stretch and avoid
the little pin wrinkles that are so annoying. All seams should be preesed
open, no matter where they are.
The next important feature of the
waist is its boning. An old basque newly boned will have its youth renewed.
To properly bone a garment is first a
knowledge and then a knack—the casing
must be firm enough to admit of much
stretching, and the bones of a quality
that will bend without breaking. One
frequently hears the remark that a dress
looks like a picture in the picture, but
not when it is made up. It depends entirely upon how it is made up.—Ex.

SMOKE

A

Prevents Pneumonia

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

you

and get a strong wind.
3. Add one-half of a garden, onethird of a man und three-fourths of η
tent and get something to wear.
4. Add two-fifths of a blaze, one-third
of fun and one-half of rest and get tlit-

FOLEYSHONEMAR
Colds)

and contains all the most important news of The
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have no ι
time for a daily newspaper you mav oe kept in close touel
with all important news of the world at a very small cost
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only #1.50 per year, but you can secure it witl
Oxford Democrat.
your own favorite local newspaper, The

PAPER.

No. 37.—Added Fractions.
1. Add two-thirds of a pig, two-third*
of an ant and hair of an ox and get η
musical instrument.
2. Add two-fifths of an ngate, one
quarter of gold and one-sixth of silver

at

{ood

DAILY

Tet In the riKht place put the WHOLE,
And, marvelous to own,
The one that stands beside It
To tenfold worth has grown.

South Paris Savings Bank.

Cur··

no

Most useless of the earth.

Davis Block, South Paris.

metropolitan uewspaper for busy people, almost aias a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
rings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
Daih

A

two are

They have

m.

is a

AS

nothing In themselves.
weight or worth
To this poor thing that stands alone,

The

ORItKR OF MOT!CE ΤΙΙΕΚΕΟΛί.
or Maine, 89.
On this 15th day of Keb., A. I>. 1908, on read
It le—
Ing the foregoing petition.That
a hearing be ha·!
Ordered l»y the Court.
U|H>n the same on the tith day of March, Λ. D.
IHU-, before said Court at Portland, in said Die
trlct. at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published In tlie Oxford Dem
In said District, and
ocrât, a rewspaper
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place
anil show cau»e, If anv they have, why the pray
er of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, Thai
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known cred
Hors copies of sal·! petition and this order, ad
dressed to them ai their places of residence as ta ted.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, ami the seal thereof, at l'ort
land. In *ald District, on the 15th day of Feb.,
A. D. 1908.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. 8-j
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest .—JAMES Ε HEWEY, Clerk.

ber·. and metal than any stranger that calls to 51 tf
your house.
He paye from $5 to
per ton for Iron deliv-

ered to nlm here.
He buys folded newspapers.
Ile ts paving for mixed rag·, 1
Rubbers according to market.
price for bran tacks.

No. 36.—Charade.

To the south wind's gentle whisper
As It comes across the field
Add the coat that bids defiance
And from north winds forms a shield

trict Court of the United States for the District
of Matue:

of your
5-S

Morris Klain,

The nauies of two fabulous animals
are suggested.—Farm and Fireside.

Discharge.

^
County of Ox tori, ami State of Maine,
In said District, respectfully represent», that
on the l«th dav of March, last past, he wa#
duly adjudged bankrupt, under the Arte of
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that he ha>
duly surrendered all hie property and rights of
property, and has fully compiled with all th··
requirements of said Acts and otthe op 1ère of
Court touching his bankruptcy.
That he may be deWherefore he pray».
creed by the Court to have a full discharge from
his
estate under said
debti»
all
provable against
Act*, except such debts as are exbankruptcylaw
such
from
discharge.
cepted by
Dated this 12th day of Feb., Α. I). 1908.
STIRLING A. DOBSON, Bankrupt.

soap bark will make it as good
For an ordinary garment ten cents'
worth of soap bark, obtained at the
druggist's, will be sufficient. Put the
bark to soak in a clean crock or china
dish that has never held anything greasy
—grease invariably soaks in the porous
stone or earthenware. Cover the bark
with warm soft water and let it stand
Iu the morning strain it
over night.
through a cloth, pour half of it in a foot
tub, add clear water and leave the goods
to become thoroughly saturated. If the
as new.

thoroughly brushed

)
DOBSON. Jin Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the DisIn the matter of
STIRLING A.

cheaper than buying new cloth.
Perhaps it is ouly soiled, and a bath in

its way
velvet freshens

Rail.

In Popular Mechanics (or February ao
account is given of the building and
present stage of the ocean-passing railway which will connect Key West with
the mainland. A small part of the article is here quoted: The undertaking is
doubtless the most remarkable piece of
railway building now under construction.
The distance from Miami, the Florida
terminal, to Key West is 156 miles. Of
this distance 104 miles will be constructed on land; counting, of course, the
ooral formation of the keys as land.
The rest of the route, which will connect the string of keys, will be constructed over swamp and water, of which about
25 miles may be considered swamp and
25 miles open water. On the entire
route 50 keys must be crossed. Some of
these are of considerable size, that is
they bave an area of several square
mi lee, but the larger number can be
measured in square yards. The distances apart vary considerably, and the
depth of water between varies from a
depth of 30 inches to 30 feet, the average
being about six and one-half feet. Included in the 156 miles will be six miles
of concrete viaduct and some 80 miles of
embankment, which rises about 31 feet
above the water, this hight being considered ample to protect tjie track from
the action of the storms. The grading
on all the keys bas been practically finished, and the greater number of the
concrete arches, bridges and embankments completed. Only 10 bridges had
to be constructed.
The longest viaduct is between Long

Dresses.
Over
Hints for Making
Almost every woman starts out with
the idea that she can make over an
old dress as good as new in about half
the time and by taking half the trouble
necessary to fashion a new one. And
about nine times out of ten she ends
with a disgusted feeling that it was only
time and trouble wasted, because "the
thing looks made over, after all."
And this is all because she was careless about the little details that are
really important in dressmaking. She
labored uuder the delusion that a "made
over11 dress was not worth a great deal
of care and attention.
The successful woman goes at it
differently. She realizes that what she
cannot spend in money must be made up
by painstaking ingenuity. In the first
place she carefully rips the garment,
seam from seam, no two pieces being
permitted to remain together. Then
she picks out every stitch and knot of
thread and scrapes off the lint and dust,
before giving each piece a thorough
shaking, bruehing, sponging and pressing. Perhaps the garment w faded in
streaks and must go to the dyer—an
operation that is at least one-third

forcing

IN

NOW

TERPRISE

wrinkles.
Plush, velvet and woolen goods, with
raised surfaces, may have the wrinkles
steamed out by tipping back a hot iron,
laying upon it a wot cloth, and with its
back to the cloth, the velvet. The steam

foregoing"

Petition for

Kdltor HoKUiKM'
Democrat, Sooth Part·, Me.
:

THK

ABOUT

«niiwmnfl

toploe of Interest to the ladles

water is very dirty, use another course
of soap bark water and afterwards rinse
thoroughly in the clear tepid water.
Hub well, but do not wring out the
goods with the hands; hang each piece
separately on the lino to drip, and before
they have timp to really dry, pre'8 them
on the wrong side with an iron that is
only warm enough to take out the

NOTICE OF roREl'LOSl KE.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

ALMOST

1

r

printed

Mats, Mirrors

a

WKOKK or NOTICE TIIKHKO.-V.
District ok Maine. ss.
On this 15th day of Feb.. A. D. 19ι·£, on rea !
petition, Η Is—
lng the
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be ha!
A. 1>.
upon the same on the eth day of March,
190»\ l<efore said Court at Portland. in said Dis.
ami
that
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon;
notice thereof l>c published In The < >xford Dem
and
In
said
District,
a
ocrât,
newspaper printed
that all known creditors, anil other persons In
luterest. may appear at the said time and plact'
and sb w cause. If any thev have, why th«
prayer of said ]>etltioner shoufd not be granted
And It I* further Ordered by the Court, that the
Clerk shall «end by mall to all known creditors
copies of said petition and this order, addressed
to them at their places of residence as stated.
witness the iluN. CLARENCE H4LE, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Port
land, in said District, on the 13th day of Feb., A
D. liTtt.
JAMES E. HEWBY, Clerk.
[L.S.]
A true cope of petition and order thereon
AttMt:—JAMES K. HKWKY, Clerk.

District

and Pictures,

Λ at h αϊ h

No. 35.—Animal Puzzle.

Wherefore he prays, that he may be decree·!
bv the Court to have a full discharge from all
del>U provable against hie estate under sal
bankruptcy Act·», except such debts a* ar>excepted by law from euch discharge.
Dated this ."th d iv of February, A. D. 19U8.
X * VIKR GIRARDIN, alla*
KRANK .JORDAN, Bankrupt.

Bankrupt's

FOR SALE.

and Oil

No. 34.—Hidden Fruits.
You will be able month after month
to grasp more clearly the fact that
often a man goes wrong through vanAt Capri Cotilla saw striking
ity.
proof of this. Figures and dates at

XAVIER

Planing, Sawing

Sepia

and short stories of American life.
9. The author of "A Bow of Orange
Ribbon."
10. The author of "Gates Ajar.""

hand.

If lc want of any kind of finish for Inside or To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Die
Outside work, send In your orders. line Lum
trlct Court of the United State» for the District
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Caah.
of Maine :
GIRARDIN. alias FRANK JOR
DAN, of Hartford, In the County of Ox
and Job Work ! ford, and
State of Maine, Id said District, re
represents, that on the lKth day of
gpectfully
March, last past, he was <lulv adjudged bank
M Ocbed Hard Wood Floor Boards for sale.
rupt under the Acte of Congress relating to
bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered ail
Ma property and rights of property, and has
W. iUAUDLRR,
fully compiled with all the requirements of sal·*
Acts and of the orders of Court touching his
Malm
....
Weet Sumner.
bankruptcy

in

of the Republic."
β. The author of "Sara Crewe."
6. An Eugllsh poetees who wrote
"The Cry of the Children."
7. An English poetess who wrote

Bankruptcy.

on

Address

Column, Oxford

"Songs of Seven."
8. A New England writer of novels

HOME MADE CANDY

SOUTH PARIS.

&

Is solicited.

ers.)
1. The woman who collaborated wltb
her brother In writing prose versions
of Shakespeare's plays.
2. The most profound Englishwoman
novelist.
3. The novelist, niece of Matthew
Arnold.
4. The author of "The Battle Hymn

Disk Harrows,

I will furnish
Slie or Style at

Correspondence

No. 33.—:Literary Lights.
(Women who bave won fame as writ-

Spreaders,

Manure

Florida to Key West by

east corner of the land of Kil^a Y

Lebroketi

running north 27 d grecs ca-t ten (10) rods and
·
eight (H) links to a --take ami stones marked of
A « ; thence west 20 degree· north to Hie Ian I
II O. Wilbur to a atone marke ι » A W.;
south 2o degrees west to the county road lea :'ι
to Norway ; thence on said road twenty-nine
rods and twelve (12) links to a stake and slot' »
on the corner of the land of said LebrolU

thence north 2'.( degrees east twenty live :
hounds.
Meaning li>
to the llrst meii'loned
convey my homestead place; and whereat the
aforesaid mortgage wa» assigned to William A.
Holt by Benjamin Healev, residuary legate·' 'if
said Phebe Atkinson, which assignment I- dated
September 27, l'.«>4, and re· orded In said registry,
book 2v, '-age S; and wherea* the .-al I HI
A. Ilo't assigne·! said mortgage by his :
assignment dated January -4,1905· and ret
In said registry, book
page .'IT'», to Αηη.ι Κ
Κ
Camming*; and whereas the said Am ι..··
Cumm<ngs assigned said mortgage to me,
undersigned, bv her asslg> meat dated Oct
PROBATE NOTICES.
I, l'.*)7, and recorded in said registry, book
To all persons in te re· ted In cither of the cstntct \
page 171; and whereas the condition of s
hereinafter name<l :
has lieen broken now, there refon >y
mortgage
At a Probate Court, held at Rnniford, tn
reason of the breach of *Hld condition, 1 claim »
ami for the County of Oxford, ou the eleventh : foreclosure of said
mortgage.
of
one
our
I«ont
In
the
of
year
February,
day
] febi uary 3, I'.sw.
Th·· follow I
thousand nine hundred and eight.
J-8
ALBION L.CUMMINtiIn* matter navlng been presented for ti.e action j
thereupon hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby
Οκυκκκη:
NOTICE OF FORKCI.OÛI RE.
That notice thercor b·· glveu to all persons lu
WHEREAS, Dexter A. Cummlngs of Albany,
tcrcsted by causing a copy of this order to I*·
In the County of Oxford and State of Main.·, by
<»x
published three weeks successively In attheSouth
Ills mortgage deed, dated April .'>th, I»·.«>, and rr·
ford Democrat, a uewspaper published
:oriled I» Oxford Registry, book 2Λ0, psg·· v-<·
I'arls, In said Countv, tnat they may ap|>ear at a .•onveved to Ai na K. Cummlngs, a certain
pircl
I'robate Court to lie held at I'arls, on the i
>f real estate situated In said *lbany and de
third Tuesday of March, A. I). IHOC, at 9 of the ;
Beln/a part of lot nli c
as foil iws
icrllK^I
If
clock In the forenoon, and be hear I thereon
range four (4), meaning to convey mv home
they see cause.
Itcad, bounded a* follows: On thé north and
ROAN A C. ROBINSON, late of Sumner, de*e»t l>y the Church lut anil land of II. ο Wilbur;
ceased; final account presented for «liowance by >n the noitheast bv land of O. L. Cole; on the
J. Hitk·· Robinson, administrator.
'a-t by land of RIIH V. Lebroke, and on the
louth by county road; and whereas the >»lt
HARVEY KKNNKV, late of Mexico, de
fcnna K. Cummlngs, by her deed of aaslgnm· n\
ceased ; petition for an allowance our of personal
ectate presented by Melissa Kenney, widow.
sonveyed said mortgage io me, the under-lgned.
^ laid assignment lielng dated October 4. 1'·'7. and
ELLIS Γ. RUSSELL, late of Sumner, de·; recorded In said
book 295, page 17 ae l
ceased ; petition for order to distribute balance
irhereas the condition of said mortgage h ·.» I*-»'"
remaining In her hand* presented by Lottie M.1 iroken : now, therefore, by reason of the breach
Russell, administratrix.
hereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
FLORENCE E. NEWMAN, late of
February 3, 1908.
W
ALBION L. CUM MINGS.
ward; flnal account presented for allowance by
Henry H. Luce, guardian.

J

j

■

registry,
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UEO ROE FITCH, late of Hiram, deceased;
account for benefit of Fred W. Fit -h presented
lor allowance by John I'. Fitch, trustee.

desirable Residence for Sale.

The Capt H. N. Bolster homeitead situated in South Paris village,
horoughly finished, hot water heat
tnd all modern equipments attached,
I ι two
story house, ell and stable,
:entrally located. Apply to

GEORGE FITCH, late of Hlrain, deceased;:
Account for benefit of VVebster Fitch presented
by John P. Fitch, trustee.
ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court.
A true copy—attest :
ALBERT D. PARK. Register
NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
been duly appointed administrator of the

)8tAt6 Of
JAMES P. DA I LEY, late of Canton,
in the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. AU persons having
lemands against the estate of said deceased are
leslred to present the same for settlement, and
til Indebted thereto are requested to make paysent immediately.
Feb. Uth, 190β.
MILFOBD A. WAIT·.

,

i

JAMES

S. WRIGHT, Adm.
PARKER'S

HAIR

BALSAM

■'***■
Cltftneri and bMutifid
ftomuCa· ft laiuffeat 1*°™
Never Fall· to Beetore
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